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HP, 110/220V single-phase motor • 3 blade speeds: 1900, 2400, 2900 FPM • Cast-iron table is 17" x 17", tiIts 10°L, 45 oR • Includes blade • Heavy-duty rip fence • Built-in dust collection port • Shipping weight approx_ 450 Ibs_



liz" REG_ $550 SALE $52500



• 2 HP, 110V motor • Dual-knife cutterhead • Stock capacity: 12" wide x thick • Optional dust hood available • Complete with instruc tion manual • Shipping weight approx_ 90 Ibs_



511z"



:.;.- =--,.-- ONLY $39500



• Heavy-duty 1 HP, 110/220V motor • Cast-iron 24" x 24" table tilts to 45° • Ten spindle sizes: 111l", 2", 3", • Built-in dust collection port • Shipping weight approx_ 345



5/S",3/4", I", 1/.",3/8", liz" INTRO PRICE $49500



•



10" TILTING ARBOR SUPER HEAVY-DUTY TABLE SAW



Piz



HP, 110/220V motor • 2 cast-iron wings • P recision-ground cast-iron table top with T-slots • Table size with extension wings 41" x 27" • Shipping weight approx_ 270 Ibs_



REG_ $375 SALE $34500



• 2 HP, 220V single-phase motor • 2 feed speeds • Stock capacity: 15" wide x 6" thick • Automatic infeed and outfeed rollers are chain-driven • Cast-iron table is 15" x 20" with 15" ex tensions each side • Shipping weight approx_ 475 Ibs_



"""111..,.,,_-. witll ONLY $76500 FComes REE STAND!



.1 HP, 110j220V motor • Cabinet-type stand • Longest bed (47") of all jointers in its class • Heavy-duty center-mounted fence • Shipping weight approx_ 250 Ibs_



REG_ $375 SALE $35500



• 3 HP, 220V single-phase motor P recision-ground solid cast iron table and wings miter gauge • Magnetic switch • Shipping weight approx_ 425 Ibs_



·3 HP, 220V single-phase motor 2-speed automatic feed • Stock capacity: 20" wide x 8" thick • Anti-kickback fingers prevent board from backing up • P recision-ground cast-iron table measures 26" x 20" weight approx_ 800 Ibs_



ONLY $119500 Piz



.31.



HP, single phase motor belt-release lever • Heavy-duty steel stand • Features shielded bearings • Table tilts to 45° • Shipping weight approx_ 1201bs_



REG_ $195 SALE $17900



1112 HP SHAPER



.-....C__.;> -.--'_:"'::2!I .., Iiii�



MODEL GI023 :==:=...�.. REG_ $795 SALE $75000



Piz



• HP, 110/220V motor • Two interchangeable spindles: • 20" x 18" precision-ground, cast-iron table • Dual speed, reversing motor • Two independently adjustable x 10" fences • Shipping weight approx_ 225 Ibs_



liz" & 31."



211z"



ONLY $39500



• HP, 220V single-phase motor • Separate HP belt feed motor • Dual belt-driven sanding drums • Heavy-duty steel cabinet Built-in dust collection ports Shipping weight approx_ 325 Ibs_



I.



INTRO PRICE $79500



2 HP DUST COLLECTOR MODEL Wid, 10'GI029 of FREE HOSE! ·2 HP, 220V single phase motor • Handles two machines easily • Suction capacity: 1182 dm • Complete with instruction manual • Shipping weight approx_ 140 Ibs_



REG_ $275 SALE $25500 44695658



Dedicated to QUALITY, VALUE, Importers of Fine Mac/lil enj 1-800-823-4777 and SERVICE! Call now for your FREE 1995 Catalog! 2406 REACH RD_, WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701



CUSTOMER SERVICE: (717)326-3806 FAX: (800)438-5901
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ARTICLES Using Pneumatic Fastening Tools by Robert M. Vaughan These shop workhorses arefast, accurate and versatile



Pneumatic



gun



s excel in the shop



The Shaker Revolver by Mario Rodriguez Simple design develops a wide range ofskills



Bending rails and spindles Preparing a Scraper by Monroe Robinson It'sjust a flatpiece ofsteel, but what a surface it leaves



Veneering a Tabletop by Michael Burton Iron down veneer one piece at a timefor tight seams and a reliable bond



42 45 48 52 53 56



Tablesaw Tune-up by Kelly Mehler



60



When Wood Fights Back by Jon Arno



65



What lies below the top needs attention, too



That special board you 've been saving may harbor hidden health risks



Joinery for Light, Sturdy Coffee Table by Lindsay Suter Wedged through tenons and inlaid butterflies are the keys that hold it together



For Vibrant Color, Use Wood Dyes by Chris A. Minick Aniline dyes enhance figure, even out tones



Dyes go deep but still fade Router F



ixture Takes on Angled Tenons



by Edward Koizumi



Versatile device ensures tightjoints every time



No-Hassle Panel Handling by Skip Lauderbaugh Moving and storing sheet goods doesn 't have to be backbreaking labor



Keeping Doors Closed by Christian Pick a catch thatfits the cabinet



Bryce the Toy Maker by Ken Textor



Sculptural toys aren't typicalplaythings



H.



Becksvoort
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Coloring wood with dye, p.



72



On the Cover: Pneumaticfastening tools are goodfor more than framing houses. These versatile tools also are well-adapted to cabinetmaking, as Robert Vaugha n ex plains on p. Photo: Alec Waters
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LeUers what to a plane sole? What bar ber worth his salt would put his razor on a belt sander? That's what Sven Hanson seems to be doing in his article on planes ( # 1 12, pp. 40-44). The middle pic ture on p. 43 shows burned steel. This is the reverse of giving a blade temper. The discoloration under the thumb of the left hand shows the damage. This blade is now soft. I would never touch a thin blade on a belt sander. The heat generated would be severe and enough to soften the blade. Because all blades and chisels are very thin at their cutting edge, this is a rule that should not be broken. The article mentions diffi culty in using the plane. I am not surprised. Once t he blade is softened, this indeed would be the case. Any power tool used to sharpen a blade or chisel should have low rpms and water immersion. The same article al so mentions flattening the sole. These parts are made on a machine costing many thousands of dollars. I would doubt if the pro cess described in the article would re produce the same results.



Code than taking a Sam Maloof chair to the local Dip and Strip. One reader pointed out that the metal was burning. He should have read the text more carefully; he didn't see burning but "bluing," applied with a black marker to highlight the grinding or honing action on the ba ck of the blade. By holding the blade near the edge, I can sense when it's overheating. Moderate pressure and an occasional spray of water prevent burning. The history of toolmak ing didn't begin with t he purchase of a Japanese power whetstone from a mail-or der company. Iron tools come from earth, coal and fire. They get their basic shape in a bed of sand or from forceful hammer blows. Manufacturers grind those castings and forgings to shape. Their high-tech equipment often produces results inferior to the by-eye methods of our great grand fathers more than 100 years ago. For more information on the subject, I recommend Alexander Weygers' book The Making of Tools (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1973).



-Anthony Twohig, Ont., Canada



five years that I 've been a subscriber to your publication, I 've watched its overall content go from of interest to the profes sional to somewhere between the ridicu lous and the ludi crous when it comes to methods of doing things with wood or the tools that work that medium. Three prime examples were in FWW # 1 12. Garrett Hack's arti cle (pp. 54-57) on at taching tabletops to carcases neglects the common %-in. plywood triangular corner block (and its plastic look-alike). These blocks hold roughly 90% of An1erica's kitchen countertops and, I would estimate, 30% of its desks and tabletops together while also helping to square carcases. Lon Schleining's article (pp. 45-49) on shapers stresses safety, as well it should. But his advocacy of making multiple pass es on it defeats its main purpose and ad vantage over a router table: long runs at relatively fast speeds and taking more meat at a pass. Granted, there are some jobs that a s haper does infinitely better, such as stopped flutes in door casings, wide crown molding and raised panels. But any experi enced router user can set up a router and run 20 to 30 ft. of most other profiles in the time that it takes just to change and adjust the cutters in a shapero Mr. Schleining's main reason for prefer ring a shaper to a router table appears to be its elimination of chatter marks in the stock. He recommends a $500 power feed for t hat purpose. On a properly built router table, a pair of shopmade feather boards and $5 worth of C- c1amps accom plish the same purpose. The resulting product from each is indistinguishable. Mark Mullin sent in a shop tip (pp. 16, 18)



Doing



FWW



Frankly, I was appalled by the article on planes. Over the years, you've had many articles on how to tune up a plane, but I don't remember seeing anyone slapping a plane down on a stationary sander and flipping the switch. A sheet of wet-or-dry silicon carbide sandpaper on a tablesaw top, yes. A piece of plate glass and t he same abrasive, yes. A granite slab, yes. At least you could guess that these things were fairly flat. My Baileys will never go near a power sander like that.
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-David



D.



Williams



Some readers t houg ht that the idea of power-sanding soles and blades on a belt sander more grievously offensive to the Woodworkers' SVEN



SON
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Built-in F



Call for submissions: Do you cre



ate built-in furniture or cabinets? For an upcoming Taunton Press book project, we are looking for examples that demonstrate a good sense of de sign and solid craftsmanship. We're especially interested in clever solu tions to unusual site situations. We'll acknowledge submissions and return all material we can 't use. Please send photos of your work, and tell us about any special features you incorporated or challenges you fa ced in design or construction. Address your submis sion to Helen Albert, The Taunton Press, 63 South Main Street, PO Box 5506, ewtown, CT 06470.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW WAGNERL609 MOISTURE METER• ...



]K21-506



Pin-Free Narrow Sensor Deep Penetrating



power pinner is very often the ideal



•



solution to many woodworking problems. Headless pins are the only choice for



delicate surfaces and high quality finishes.



A goodcompetitive investmentmarket for today's •• Squares Precise 4-sidoordedupsquaringx 57"



Features Wagner's Proven EMF Technology



to 39"



Accuracy Verified by Independent Studies



This places heavy demands on a power pinner which must combine strength with care and precision. When Josef Kihlberg



cabinetrejdoors •• IReduced ects ion n creased product • Quick adjusting clamps of



introduces a power pinner, you can be sure it isn't just any old tool. Our insistence on reliability, quality and ergonomics has



Call for a dealer near you.
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resulted in a vel}' special tool. The JK 21-
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is ingeniously simple in design, quiet



and elegant with unbelievable durability!
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NO.I7l TABLE SAW W/3hp. Mag Switch General 10" 50" Biesemeyer Fence
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Your Complete Store For: Power Tools, Hand Tools, Hardwoods, Finishes Books, Videos, Hardware.
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ate flawless dove with ease.
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1/2" half blind template and aligning guides position your work piece exactly for perfect dovetails every time. 1/4" dovetail and 1/2"box templates available separately.



$6.95 shippng OH. res. add 5% sales tax Call or Write for Your fREE Catalog:



Order Toll Free 1-800-345-2396 Hundreds of unique and hard to find items, that will help you become a better woodworker!
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Letters



Dahl. I usually find that %2 in. is enough. The technique is to clamp a stop block to the infeed table and lower the work into the cutter. At the starting point, there will be no cut ( except for the radius), and at the trailing end, the cut will be the full depth to which the jointer is set. There is no need to adjust the outfeed table. If the tap er is too great to do in one pass, which usually is the case, there is no problem with taking repeated cuts to add up to the desired ta per. The final cleanup pass will make the taper longer. Practice on scrap. The jointer is by far the best way to cut tapers, mu ch faster than a bandsaw and mu ch safer than a tablesaw. It's how w e normally do it in my shop. -Bruce Cohen, Boulder, Colo.



regarding mounting a router to a table in sert that requires three screws, a Y4-in. bolt, a drill press, a fil e and (I estimate) an hour's work. Thirty-six y ears ago, my dad taught me how to do it in 10 minutes using masking tape, a p en cil and a drill with the appropriately sized bit and a countersink. If you're not particular about the bit hole being in the exa ct center of the insert, you can eliminate the pencil and masking tape. You can do it in five minutes because all routers come with their own template (the plastic subbase). H ere's how: Tape over the center hole in the subbase. Lower a spinning Y4-in. bit through it to create a hole. Remove the subbase from the router. Draw diagonal lines from cor ner to corner on the insert to find the ex act center. Place the subbase on the insert so that the "X" you drew is centered in the hole in the tape. Drill the mounting holes using the holes in the subbase as a guide. Remove the subbase and countersink the hol es. If you plan to run a vari ety of bits over the ins ert, chuck a Ys-in. bit into the router, and bolt it to the insert. Lower the spinning bit through the insert to create a pilot hole for a Forstner bit of the size you n eed. Turn the insert over, and drill the hole without removing the router. If you n eed a z ero-clearance hol e for a bearing-tipped bit, use a %-in. straight bit to create the hol e, ins ert the bearing tipped bit you intend to use and lower it slowly through the %-in. opening to ream its own hol e. By l eaving the plastic sub base off the router when it's used in a table insert, you pick up some much n eeded depth for your bits.



-George



K



Easy modifications to Fein sander-I



am writing to offer additional comment on the subj ect of detail sanders and on the Fein sander in particular ( # 1 1 1, pp. 52-55). The Fein is the only detail sander that allows one to modify the head to any size required.



FWW



Modifying a Fein sander head



Original head



# 1 12, Chris B ecksvo0l1 gives bad advice about tapering table l egs on a jointer (p. 32). Glenn Dahl had asked how to eliminate the slight radius at the start of the cut caused by lowering the work into the cutter. The solution is simple: The last step in the process is to take a light clean up pass, referencing off the newly created tap ered surface. This will remove the un avoidable radius that was bothering Mr.
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like to comment on Chris Minick's reply to Edward Jonke regarding a finish for cherry cabin ets (F # 1 12 , p. 32). I agree that solvent-based polyurethane is the best fin ish for cherry kitchen cabinets. I've used it on two kitchens built as Mr. Jonke de s crib es ( cherry-ply carcases and solid face frames and raised-panel doors). I use foam brushes, with none of the problems I've heard associated with them. I believe the real secret to su ccess is sand ing between coats with wet-or-dry 400-grit paper and then, finally, rubbing the sur-
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The pro cess of making coves on a table saw can be speeded up by using a wobbl e dado blade (see 1 02, pp. 82-85). The fen ce for guiding the workpiece can be a l ength of 2x4 or 2x6 clamped to the top of the saw table in front of the blade, per p endicular to the plane of the blade or at an angle. In this position, the drag of the blade will hold the workpiece firmly against the fence. It is also imperative that the workpiece be held down firmly against the tabletop. To make a raised panel (half a cove), lower the blade until it is under the table surface, and clamp the wooden fence over the blade so that the front of the fence is slightly past the arbor. Turn on the saw, and raise the blade into the wooden fence-the height is established by making trial cuts in pi eces of s crap lumber that are at least 2 ft. long (for safety). Feed the work from the end of the fence closest to the front of the tablesaw. I have made a cove in pine and a raised panel in mahogany in one pass by s etting the wobble dado for about a Y2-in. dado. This procedure might not be suited for making more complex asymmetrical coves, but simpler ones might be attempt ed with the blade set for a narrower dado.
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Use a wobble dado blade for coves



Good finish for cherry cabinets-I'd
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Taunton



-DanieIFoster, Leesburg, Va.



-Elwood



One of the principal purposes for which I bought a Fein was to sand the molded section of raised panels, which I had done with a shaped blo ck and sheet sandpaper. The soft m etal of the Fein pad is easily cut down to a size that will fit within my pan el profil e (see the drawing above). The only requirement is that one l eave a cur vature on the outside edges similar to the original. This is to accommodate the orbit of the pad. Then one Simply cuts the paper to fit the n ew shape. Although this was the original reason for



Rome, Louisville, Ky.



One more try at tapering on the join ter-In



Modified head



my purchase of the Fein, the tool has since proved useful in many other appli cations as well, especially cabinet carcase interiors.
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UPDATE YOUR TABLE SAW with EXCALIBUR "The smoothest to operate."



-American Woodworker
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Panel Optimization



Job Costing



Prices starting under



Fully functional demo available for INTEGRITY MICROSYSTEMS INC.



- Units available individually or as a complete system to provide you greater flexibility when upgrading your table saw.



•• • ••• •



Guaranteed to increase the accuracy and productivity of your table saw.



Quick, easy installation. Fits all table saws. Fence locks on both front and rear guide rails and always stays parallel to the saw blade.



- Sliding Table - crosscut stock up to



Arm



Over



62"



Table



wide.



Blade Cover comes with Dust Collection.



No risk trial period - Lifetime Guarantee



See your local$50tool dealer or call 1-800-387-9789 for more information IfinyouformratequiionreuseImmedia FAXate I EX�ALI��R J 1·Entmachi 9er05·ext8ne87·ensito5o798caln 700l Finance as low as



a month.



2 1 0 Eighth St., So. Lewiston, NY 1 4092 (416) 291-8190



" . . . for overall features the Excalibur T-Slot fence comes out first. .. "



-Fine Woodworking Magazine
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Sliding



More features and accessories than other systems.



FAX (416) 293-2076
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Companion



when requested



, J. IW ILLIAM A



LPoM�2� L



27 Stuart Street, B oston, Ma. 02 1 1 6



BOSCH • •



Heavy Duty Pl unge Routers Order #708-859



(#B 1 550/16 1 5)



Precision collet system



Variable depth



• •



8 position turret 3 HP, 3" plunge



Variable Speed Plunge Router (B 1450/ 1 6 1 EVS) Order #665-067



(Ff2



freud® 000 EP)



• 3 1/4



Plunge Router



Order #708-859



HP 15 AMP motor Most powerful you can buy !



•• 1/4"



Sliding shaft lock collet reducer



� $184.49*



W&.OO. $184.39*



·Micro adjustable depth control · Collet wrench included



•



Max shank:



W', 2 314"



plunge ·



• + $7.00 Shipping & Handling.



Comes with a FREE Edge Guide (a $29.95 value!)



To Order CALL 1 ·800·249·8665



&Personal Checks Accepted (please include daytime phone #)



0504



Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:00 am to 5:00 pm E.S .T. or Fax 24 HOURS 1 ·800·984·4483 READ ER SERVICE NO. 127



WOODTURNING



BONHAM'SUPPLY, S WOODWORKING INC.



24K & 1-1/2"). (5/8",3/4", &



Threaded Brass Rings in three diameters



(ut (ons, boost produ(tion: Reody-to-nnish furniture legs.



t � I



gold plated. Avail.



Ideal for containers, sa lt



pepper shakers, etc.



-IN,IWFully mortised ...f.\IJjM.li!i. 18 and sanded .



Order before Sept. 30 , get sh ipping free !



(1" M To Order& C : 1-800-266-4267 $1 Catalog



containers



diameter). Ma ny uses.



al l



astercard



Visa Accepted, Send



for



Bonham' y, Inc. J 91Ph:6 M(2orni1s4)Woodworkin n278-2097 Texas 75042 gside Dr., Garla(2nd,g14Suppl Wholesale Inquires Wel)864-1042 come Fax:
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The Keller Dovetail System is very different: it is easy, quick, accurate and versatile. Cur unlimited widths. Classic and variable



CLASSIC STYLES A N D SIZES.



spacing. Angled and curved dovetails.



To order from this



entertainment centers. Made in



display, use your credit card and call the help line Cream Pot, Pill Box, etc. Screw lidded brass



only with the Keller Dovetail System. All other jigs require endless test cuts and wasted wood.



802 748,9378



Money-back guarantee



a 279 ,-VT 05828F-114



Box D nville



Dept.



Box joints. Projects from jewelry boxes to



1976.VIDEO: $8.95 + $2 USA & CO. CA 94952 FW95 1327 ' ' (800) 995-2456 (707)763-9336



since



20-yr. warranty.



P/ H



KELLER



Dept.



I Street, Petaluma,



Classic Designs by MATTHEW BURAK READ ER SERVICE NO. 7
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Methods of Work



edited and drawn byJim Richey



roo



Ripping c



ked stock on the bandsaw



no wheels in front. To open a drawer, I li ft the front slightly and pull. With gravity working as a latch, I don't have to worry about a drawer opening on its own. For safety, I keep the door at the top of the stair locked whenever I have a drawer open.



Aluminum or steel bar, same size as miter-gauge slot in table



-William



nin



Dimensio



gw



R.



Robertson, Kansas City, Mo.



ood inlays



Dowel, flattened on one side Shims, glued to dowel, set thickness of inlay banding. Pull banding in this direction.



Screw bar to bottom of stock to act as straightedge guide.



H ere is a cheap, easy way to straighten a rough-edged or crooked board on the bandsaw. Screw a l ength of aluminum or steel-bar stock to the bottom of the board. Then push the stock through the saw with the bar riding in the miter-gauge slot to guide the cut. To know exactly where to fasten the bar, mark the cut line, and then space the bar over the distance from the blade to the table slot. Extend the bar several inch es from each end. When ripping on the bandsaw, you don't have to worry about kickback, which is a probl em on the tablesaw. I prefer to use a 3f4-in. resaw blade for this operation becaus e it doesn't deflect as much from the pressure of a heavy plank.



-David Under-stair sto



B.



Bills, Fairport, N Y



rag dra e



wers



Clamp plane in bench vise.



I recently discovered this low-tech but effective technique for planing strips of holly into '/1 6-in.-thick guitar-edging inlay. Clamp a sharp plane, sole up, in your bench vise, and adjust it for a fine cut. Glue two pi eces of '/1 6-in.-thick s crapwood to a 6-in. l ength of '/2-in. dowel, flattened on the bottom. To dimen sion ea ch strip of holly, hold it against the plane blade with the dowel whileyou pull tl1e strip toward you. Repeat until the plane stops cutting. The s crapwood spa cers will terminate the cut when the holly is precisely the same thickness as the spacers.



-Donnie Ross, Aberdeen, Scotland



Under-stair drawers roll on lawn-mower wheels.



A safer stop block for cutoff work



-�---• __. -. 'fI -



When I set out to add under-stair storage to my basem ent shop, my first idea was to build a set of drawers accessible from the side. But the drawers would be limited to a 40 in. depth (the width of the stairs), and I would have to keep the space in front of the drawers clear so they could be opened. My wife pointed out that if I turned things 90° and placed a drawer under ea ch step, I could make them as deep as I wanted, and the drawers wouldn't waste any floor space. This approach really appealed to me b ecause the stairway was probably the only space in the shop that was always clear and uncluttered. I could always get to the drawers, and I'd n ever have to move anything out of the way to open them. The drawers are plywood boxes with poplar fronts and re cessed handles. They vary in l ength, shorter on top, longer as you go down. Th e bottom drawer is 7 ft. long. B ecause the drawers are quite heavy, I mounted 4-in.-dia. lawn-mower wheels in the back corners, which roll on 2x4 tracks. There are
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Clamp stop block to fence to reduce potential for kickback.



You might file this under the "what happened?" heading. I was making multiple crosscuts on a tablesaw with a miter gauge, us ing a I-in. standoff (acting as a stop block) clamped to lie rip fence. I had done it this way many times without incident. Any way, I was cutting 5-in.-long blocks from 3-in.-wide stock. While removing a cutoff, I must have moved it in a twisting motion, so it touched the blade. The stock briefly jammed between the fence and blade. The block bounced off me and drove itself in to the wall behind m e. Recreating lie accident, I found lie di agonal measure of the piece exceeded the distance between the fence and the blade. Jammo-whammo. So I made a 3-in.-wide standoff for the fence. It's nothing fan cy: just two pi eces of scrap, one vertical, one horizontal. I made
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A BEnER METER! A BEnER PRICE! The Protimeter"Mini (" Wood Moisture Meter o oPredsiAccessorion ±1e%s foraccuracy! surface & deep readings!



FINE WOODWORKING Don't let a mistake spoil your project.



NEW



•••



F R O M T H E P U B L I S H ERS OF



The Mini C is ideal for furniture making and repair, floor installation, drying wood or lumber and building construction. It can be used with



150 ± 1%.



1/2" 6 60%



species of wood and the LED Display measures from



accuracy of



Cap, calibration chart, extra



to



with



probes, extension



cable with probes and case included. For deeper readings, there's an



1.37"



optional Hammer Probe with



probes. For surface readings -



without pinholes - add the optional Touch Sensor. Also available in a Digital LED Model.



Now you can recover from mistakes that waste stock and can make your woodworking frustrating.



Avoiding Woodworking Mistakes



Fixing and



provides ingenious,



practical solutions to help you prevent mistakes in the first place and explains sensible strategies to



fix



them when



they do. You'll find ways to save projects by incorporating mistakes into new design options. And, learn how to deal with stock defects like warp and joinery that doesn't fit as well as how to repair finishing problems. Most important, this book can restore your confidence and make your woodworking even more enjoyable.



(Available 9122/95)



Special offer for our customers. We've printed a limited edition of this soon-to-be classic in shop-friendly hardcoverformat.



rDl§S©�Bb l.J' c:::::J SALES ��&O PECO Wholesale DivisionofForestry Suppliers. Inc.'" P.O. Box 8122 Jackson, MS 39284-8122



For a dealer close to you:



CAll TOll-FREE 1-800-346-6939 FAX 1-601-355-5126 05095



READ The Mirror�t Collection Beveled Mirrors ''Reflections ofQuality" + ER SERVICE NO. 85



Your beautiful handcrafted projects deserve the best . . . a beveled mirror from Shapes Surfaces! We carry over one million pieces in stock for quick shipment and can fabricate almost any shape, color or size of mirror you may need. Call today to place your order and to receive a copy of our color catalog.



1-800-647-7670 1649 SHAPES+SURFACESg I Bohemia, Sycamore ew York Avenue 11716 READ



ER SERVICE NO. 61



HARD



COVER, 208 PAGES, ISBN: 1-56 1 58- 1 1 5 - 1 , ITEM 070248,



$24.95



This edition not available elsewhere.



ALS LAB To order, call 1-800-888-8286 and ask for operator 194 or write O AVAI



LE IN SOFfCOVER, 208 PAGES, ISBN: 1 -56158-097-X,



ITEM 070229, $ 1 9.95



Taunton Direct, Inc. 63 S. Main St., P.O. Box 5507 Newtown, CT 06470-5507



Just $5.00 gets you our famous old woodworking catalog



as as well



future catalogs. Thousands of



unique hand woodworking tools are described.



Taunton &



be (SpoIteVi&hasveaSor15.00 voloe) 1-800-648-1270 Mastercard, call:



forfellow enthusiasts



READ



BOOKS



You' l l



amazed at our large selection and variety



of hard-to-find tools. What's more, you'll receive our free gift spokeshave with a $50.00 order.



That's our deal. Buy at Frog and save!



V I D E OS
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O. 404



Introducing The Profile SandefM From Porter·cable.



Our revolutionary Profile Sander gets you i nto all the tricky, hard-to-reach corners of



your work. But un like "detail" sanders, it gets you out of the corner. And over curves. Through the g rooves. Around the i ntricate carvings of your workpiece. Plus it does it faster and easier than you could ever dream of doing by hand. If you'd like to eliminate hand sanding from your work, visit your local Porter-Cable dealer. Or call 1 -800-487-8665 (51 9-836-2840 in Canada) for the retai ler nearest you and a free brochure .



� fill IlsI «)1995 � rpo



Porter-Cable is proud to



Porter-Cable Co



be



! !AAA A A A A I I , I I , ,



Choose from 17 different profiles to tackle every shape you encounter.,



a co·underwriter of The New Yankee Worlcshop and The American Woodshop on public television.



ration
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PORTER +[ABLE1906



Professional Power Tools Since



September/October



1995



Using Pneumatic Fastening Tools These shop workhorses arefast, accurate and versatile by Robert M. Vaughan



I



cringed the first time I saw a nail gun. It was 20 years ago, and my boss was comparing finish nails hammered and set by hand to the same-sized fasteners driven by a pneumatic (pres surized air) gun. I changed my mind, though, after seeing how quickly the nail gun did the job and how accurately and cleanly the gun drove the nails. It left no ugly hammer dents on the wood-elephant tracks, as I call them (see the bottom photo). And the nailer could be used one-handed, leaving the other hand free to hold the work. The most convincing part of the boss's impromptu demonstra tion was seeing that the air-driven nails stayed in the wood better than the hand-driven nails. A hammered nail breaks wood fibers each time it is struck, which reduces its grip. But an air-driven nail is injected into the wood all at once, which disturbs fewer fibers. The nail grips all the way up its shank. Guns drive nails with less splitting because the tips of the nails are like blunt chisels (see the photo at right). The ends of common finish nails are sharply point ed, so they tend to cleave the wood, causing splits. You can blunt the ends beforehand, but that's a time gobbler. Early nail guns were used mostly in professional shops. These days, just about any shop can use one. You can pick up a good brad nailer for around $ 200. I've managed to accumulate nine pneumatic fastening tools and use one in nearly every project I do. And these tools are widely available from building-supply dealers, hardware stores and by mail.



uma



How pne



tic drivers work



With one exception (see the box on p. 47), all pneumatic nail and staple guns are powered by high-pressure air. Fasteners are driven by a rod or blade connected at one end to a piston in an air cylin der. When a gun's trigger is pulled, air flows to the back of the cylinder, which drives the piston/driver assembly forward. The trigger is a two-way valve, so when it is released, a shot of air is di verted to the front of the cylinder. The air recycles the piston/ driver to the rear of the cylinder, so it's ready for another shot. Usually, the internal air chambers are sealed with rubber O-rings.



Photos except where noted: Alec \'(faters



Three guns forfurniture making (above), from the top: finish nailer, narrow crown stapler and brad nailer. At left are fasteners and the marks their drivers leave on the wood. A ham mered finish nail is on the far right.



,.



•



•



Sorting through the variety of



guns



azin



and mag



es



If you scan through a catalog from one of the big nail-gun com panies (Senco, Paslode, Duofast or Bostich, for example), you'll probably be overwhelmed by the number of guns and fasteners. One of my catalogs shows nine gun-body styles, 1 1 nail sizes and brads, and 18 crown widths for staples. The fasteners come in sev eral choices of tip shapes, wire material and coatings. But there are really only three pneumatic guns that are useful for furnituremak ing: a brad nailer, a narrow-crown stapler and a finish nailer. A brad nailer (sometimes called a pin nailer) together with a narSeptember/October
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Nail-gun safety



Keep fingers clear-A nail driven by a pneumatic gun can deflect or even reverse directions if it strikes an embeddedfastener, a knot or is too near an edge. The tearout in the lauan (left) and the bulge in the hardboard (right) were caused by staples. Safety glasses are a must when you're using an air nail er. An errant fastener bouncing around the shop isn't the only danger. A small chunk of wood can dislodge from your work, or the blast of air expelled from the top of the tool can set dust and debris in motion. Hear ing protection is also a good idea. Accidental discharge is the prime danger with air nailers and staplers. new ones are fitted with a safe ty device to prevent this. Some guns require you to de press a second trigger or lever before the main trigger will engage. Most guns, though, have a nose safety that must be depressed against a solid surface before the trigger can be pulled. I like nose safeties the best. Once you're used to them, they don't slow you down. Deflected fasteners are also a hazard (see the photo above). I've seen the leg of a staple stick out of the wood in the opposite direction it went in. So keep your fmgers away from the nose of the gun, and point the tool away from you. Be especially careful when you're shooting at an angle or tacking on light pieces. Nail guns usually have a label that gives recommend ed air pressure. Periodically check your regulator to make sure the air pressure is in the safe range. When you're loading the tool, disconnect it from the air sup ply, and when you reconnect it, point the nose away. Finally, if the tool jams or you need to work on it, dis connect the hose, and remove the fasteners. -R.V.



All



row-crown ( Y4 in.) stapler will handle the majority of your around the-shop jobs. If you're trimming the inside of your house or do ing a lot of architectural woodworking, then you'll want to add a finish nailer, too. Unless you build homes, though, there's no need for a framing nailer or a roofing gun. The stories on pp. 46-47 and on the facing page describe the guns that several woodworkers use and a few of the jobs they are good for. Unlike some framing and roofing nailers that use coil-style mag azines, brad nailers, finish-nail guns and staplers use straight mag azines. Staplers and brad nailers have their magazines 90° to the driver. Finish-nail guns can have right-angle magazines or angled magazines (see the top photo on p. 46). Angled magazines are
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handy when you need to get the nose into a tight corner. Magazines are either open or closed. The open style lets you see how many fasteners are left, and the closed type keeps out dust and dirt. Some new nail guns have see-through magazine covers, which is a nice feature. Typically, nailer magaZines hold about 100 fasteners; stapler magaZines usually hold more than 150 fasteners. Unfortunately, you cannot interchange staples, brads and finish nails from one gun to another (one exception is the orange Airy gun shown on p. 43, which shoots brads and staples). Even worse, you usually can't swap one brand of fastener with another of the same length (they're often different gauges). It's nice to be able to shoot a wide range of fastener lengths. But because magaZines accept a limited size range, you'll need more than one gun to accomplish this. If you own a brad gun and want to sink 2 Y2-in. fasteners in hardwood, for example, you'll have to buy or borrow a bigger gun.



inis



F



rads



h nails, b



or staples?



Common finish nails have thick shanks to withstand the pounding of a hammer. But if you're nailing hardwood, you still have to drill a pilot hole so the nail won't bend over or split the wood. By the time you've drilled the wood and blunted the end of the nail, you might as well use a screw. By contrast, pneumatic-fastener shanks are thin, and the guns will drive and set the fastener in one shot. A staple will hold two pieces of wood together better than a nail of the same length, and because staples have thinner shanks, they are less likely to split the wood. Staples are less expensive per fas tener than nails or brads. And more staples fit into an eqUivalent magazine space, so you'll have to reload less often. Brad and nail holes, though, are more inconspicuous than staple slots. Some nailers shoot T-head fasteners that leave rectangular holes, which on reproduction work can resemble a cut nail hole found on an original molding. Staples, brads and nails come in strips (single rows of glued together fasteners), like desk staplers use. A spring-loaded follow er in the magaZine pushes the strip toward a launching chamber, just like a manual staple gun. Be sure to load only the recom mended fasteners for the gun. Building-supply stores carry a wide selection, but if you can't find what you need, call the manufactur er, or look in the yellow pages under pneumatic tool distributors.



Shooting fasteners To use an air nailer or stapler, hold the two pieces of stock you're fastening with one hand, and compress the joint by pushing down the nose of the tool. This will also release the gun's safety. Squeeze the trigger (or both triggers if your gun uses this type of safety), and the tool will drive and countersink a fastener so quickly that your pieces won't have time to shift-glue or no glue. The fasten er will go in the direction that the nose is pointed. To get the most fastener penetration, support the stock on some thing sturdy like a bench or in a vise. I've aCCidentally nailed things to my bench, so I put down a piece of particleboard to protect the top. I often shoot stop blocks to the particleboard to help hold work for routing, handplaning or sanding.



Other equipment you'll need Pneumatic fastening tools need clean, dry, pressurized air. Besides an air compressor, you'll need a regulator and a filter (separator). A regulator lets you adjust the air pressure, so you can set how deep the head will go. You can vary the pressure in most com pressors between 90 and 120 psi. The separator keeps moisture and compressor contaminates out of your tool. ail guns don't require a huge compressor, just one that outputs



Pneumatic guns excel in the shop Queen Anne tables sure aren't nailed together, but metal fas teners can still be useful in building fme furniture. Case pieces may have assemblies that can be glued and nailed because the heads will be concealed. Even in places where nail heads will be ex posed, you can use a brad nail er. Brad holes are so small that they are almost invisible when filled with putty. Fasteners help in other cabi netm g jobs, too (see the photos on this page). A brad nailer's speed and accuracy is handy when you're pinning together miters, installing stops for glass doors or tack ing on solid-wood edging. And staplers are great for securing cabinet backs, utility drawer



akin



bottoms and glue blocks. But the biggest benefit of staplers and nailers is speed ing up mundane shop tasks. My favorite use of these tools is making jigs and fixtures. guns work faster than screw guns. I hold the parts in place and pop in fasteners. When I'm fmished, I pry up the stops and fences, pound over the fastener shanks and toss the parts in the scrap heap. Staplers also are handy when I'm cobbling together boxes, bins and shelves. Try banging together a butt-joined drawer box using a hammer and nails. By the time you get things squared up and clamped for nailing, I'll al ready have made three boxes with a stapler. -R. V



Air



Installingfaceframes, cabinet backs and drawer bottoms.



Securing glue blocks, cleats and sup ports in pedestals, cases and tables.



Tacking on molding or solid-wood edging.



Pinning together mitered frames and other delicate assemblies.



Making jigs, like the one the author is putting together, to taper a leg. September/October



1995
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Relying on nail guns Norm Abram, host of



The New Yankee Workshop



television show (see the photo at right), has inspired more woodworkers to use nail guns than any one I can t



hink



of. Because he is constantly fmding new uses for



them, I asked him what he likes most about them and what he dislikes about them. I also interviewed three other craftsmen-a period furniture maker, a cabinet maker and a custom stairbuilder-to fmd out which pneumatic guns they own, what fastener sizes they pre fer and how important the guns are (compared to other tools they own) for the architectural work and cabinet making they do.



l
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enience that's built in-The finish nailer (top) has an an gled magazine for getting into corners, a nose safety instead of a trigger safety and an easily removed nose for clearing jams. The bottom gun has a see-through magazine cover.



100 psi of pressure. The bigger the compressor's air-storage tank, the better. At 100 psi, each 2 Y2-in. finish nail uses one-twentieth of a cubic foot of air; each I -in. brad uses one-fortieth of a cubic foot of air. For furniture work, a Y4-in.-dia. hose is fine. I use a straight hose-the shorter the better. Coiled hoses and long hoses can snag things or drag a lightweight nailer or stapler off the bench. You'll also have to buy a quick-disconnect coupler.



ain



Lubrication and m



tenance



Pneumatic guns need periodic oiling and cleaning. This is to en sure that the O-rings seal properly and that the chamber stays lu bricated. The instruction manual will show what to clean and where and how often to oil. A few of the newer guns have sealed, no-lubrication chambers. The two weakest parts of nail guns and staplers are the driver and the chamber below the head valve. Occasionally, the steel used in the driver is too soft or too brittle, which can cause it to wear quickly or to break. Luckily, drivers usually are easy to replace. You probably can change the driver and the critical O-rings yourself,
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-Alec Waters, associate editor



Phil Lowe: I have a Senco



Sven Hanson: I own an Airy



SLP 20 brad nailer that's nice



0241S gun, which shoots %-in. to 1 %6-in.-Iong, 18-ga. brads, and I rent a Senco SFN I finish nailer for trim work. Their usefulness falls between my bandsaw and belt sander. Nail ers are more efficient than oth er fastening methods.



to have but not absolutely nec essary, I suppose. I like being able to shoot different fastener lengths. When applying mold ings and making jigs, I use the full range that my gun accepts, % in. to 1 in. long.



%



but take the gun to a dealer to have more serious work done. The chamber area can be a source of problems if it is made of soft steel or is inaccurately machined. The chamber guides the driver through its range of travel and also positions the fastener for firing. A worn or dirty chamber will let the driver ride over the fas tener and jam the gun. An occasional jam is a fact of life with all air guns. The better guns have flip-up covers on the top of the cham ber that let you clear the jam easily (see the top left photo).



Wh



at can go wrong and how to



fix



it



ails and staples often go awry. They sometimes follow softer grain. This usually happens when I'm shooting into the edge of flat-sawn stock that has prominent annular rings, like southern yellow pine. Changing the tool angle usually fixes this. Just as with hand-driven fasteners, nails and staples shot with a gun can split the wood or blow out a corner. To avoid this, keep the nose in from the ends and edges of your pieces. If you're shooting staples, you'll sometimes get tearout between the prongs. By orienting the staple with the grain, you can usually prevent this.



Look rna, no hose!



Norm Abram: On the show, I



use a Stanley-Bostich gun and Hitachi and Paslode models. I own a few old Senco guns that I use at home. For cabinet backs and drawer bottoms, I like %-in. brads. I use staples to assemble lattice and 1 %-in. fm ish nails to install interior trim. For outside jobs, I like the new gas-cartridge guns. The noses on some early guns marked the wood, so companies came out with rub ber noses. But many of these noses won't let you get in cor ners, which is important you want to toenail. Lately, on bookcases, I've been toenail ing opposing brads under the shelves in the back to secure the parts until the glue sets. Nailers cettainly aren't as useful as a tablesaw, but most production shops would be hurting without them.



if



inin



Lon Schle g: I use a Senco brad nailer and flnish nailer. Both guns shoot without vibration and impact. I can shoot a brad through a pencil without splitting it. I shoot I -in. pins the most, mainly for molding work. Pinning a part without it moving is critical when I'm bending and tacking moldings around a circular staircase. Nearly as useful as my chop saw, nail guns flt into an assortment of tools that I use



almost daily.



Say you're in a spot where you can't use a pneumatic nailer. Maybe there's no room for a compressor, or no electricity, or it's too awkward to be tethered to an air hose. Paslode has a solution. ITW Paslode (888 Forest Edge Drive, Vernon Hills, IL 60061-3105; 800-323-1303) makes two nail guns-a framing nailer and a fmish nailer-that are combustion powered. Called Impulse nailers, these guns are flred by the ig nition of gas, so they don't need an air line. They use a fuel cartridge (good for up to 2,500 shots) and a rechargeable battery to generate the spark (see the photo below). A small exhaust fan runs almost con tinuously when you're using the gun. Air-driven guns are quieter, faster and much less expensive than Impulse guns, but many woodwork ers like the Impulse for job-site work. -RY
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Phil Lowe designs and builds period furniture in Beverly, Mass. Sven Hanson builds cab inets and furniture in Albu querque, Norm Abram is a carpenter andfurnituremak er who lives near Boston, Mass. Lon Schleining teaches wood working and builds custom staircases in Long Beach, Calif.
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When you're shooting fasteners, pulling the trigger too slowly can cause two fasteners to shoot at once. Push down on the safe ty nose, and then pull the trigger decisively. Sometimes the nose will dent the wood. This is caused from the piston recoil as it re cycles. Some nailers are fitted with a rubber tip (see the top left photo on the facing page) to prevent this problem. But you can minimize the denting with most guns by holding the trigger until the fastener shoots, lifting the nose of the gun off the stock and then releasing the trigger. Air-driven fasteners hold like crazy. If you drive one in the wrong spot or one comes out the side of your work, it's difficult to drive it back. If this happens, I clip the nail or staple prongs off as close as I can. I use a fine nail set to tap out the fastener, so the head or crown protrudes a bit. Then I use a pair of lO-in. Vise-Grips and a small block to lever the fastener out. Last, I putty the hole.



Whi



quently, choose a gun that will drive a fastener all the way in. If you always work with poplar, pine and softer woods, then a low powered tool is probably fine. If you need power, look for a gun that has a large-displacement air cylinder. It's true that this will make for a heavier and bulkier tool, but at least you won't have to set nails by hand. They usually bend over. For cabinet-shop work, I recommend a narrow-crown stapler that can countersink a 1 !/2-in.-long staple in oak. I use 1 !/4-in.-long staples the most. The next purchase should be a brad nailer for light assembly work. I like %-in. to 1 %-in. brad lengths. Airy makes a gun that will drive both brads and staples but only in short lengths and light gauges. One of these could be useful if you do upholstery, screening or make small craft items. Last, I suggest a larger gun for shooting up to 2 !/2-in.-long finish nails. Finish nailers can take care of heavy work, like attaching face frames and doing architectural work, and you'll appreciate one of these guns when you're nailing overhead.



Choose a gun that shoots the longest fastener the magazine holds into the type of wood you usually use. If you work in oak fre-
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The Shaker Revolver Simple design develops a wide range ofskills by Mario Rodriguez



Shape and size of turned seat Plan view
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ack in 1986, I was lucky enough to attend a New York exhibition of Shaker furniture that had been gathered from private collections. One of the pieces was an unusual ro tating stool called a revolver (see the photo at left). Like most Shaker furniture, the design was clean and spare, and the stool had been made with the Shaker's remarkable craftsmanship. Un like most Shaker furniture, this stool was a completely original de sign. It was a versatile piece of 19th-century workplace furniture well-suited to any 20th-century interior. I put the stool out of my mind until recently, when I needed a compact home-office stool-something small enough to slip un der a desktop yet large enough to be comfortable for more than a few minutes at a time. I didn't want some chrome and fabric con traption, so the revolver seemed like a good answer. Although the stool requires both turning and steam-bending, it's still fairly simple to make. The only sticking point seemed to be a hardware problem: Where was I going to get the parts to make the rotating mechanism that connects the base to the seat? After a few failed trips local hardware suppliers, I found Jeremy Lebensohn of Studio dell 'Arte, who constructed a working mechanism from odds and ends he uses to fabricate staging platforms for theaters. His design is simple: a '/4-in.-thick steel plate, 6 in. sq., welded to a 10 in. length of %-in.-dia. Acme threaded rod. The rod passes through a 1-in.-sq. tapped block of steel that controls the vertical travel of the plate. Studio dell'Arte (pier 63, North River, New York, NY 1001 1 ; 212-727-2914) will sell this mechanism for $40, which includes shipping charges. You could also check with a machine shop in your area.
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Turned spindles



10 in. 9/'6 in. dia.
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A look at the basic p Each of the stool's parts requires different skills. The base is made up of two identical arches of 3-in.-thick solid walnut joined with a half-lap joint at the center and secured to the bottom of the pedestal with four #10 flat-head screws. The pedestal is a two-part lamination that holds the tapped block of the mechanism captive. The seat is simply a round block gently dished in tl1e center. After being turned a perfect taper on the lathe, the spindles are steam-bent to a subtle curve. The back rail crowns the revolver with a gentle curve, steam-bent to a 9V4 in. radius. I made my stool of walnut. Shaker versions usually were a com-
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Photo facing page: \Villiam Duckwonh



Rough out the spindles with a gouge, and clean them up with a block plane. Cut the tenons with a parting tool.
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Back rail



Pedestal. inside and out. before turning



21



Blank is cut to in. long and then turned on a lathe before steam-bending.
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The tapped steel block, buried in the glued-up pedestal, ac cepts the threaded rod attached to the seat bottom.



3in/. section in. dia. bination of several different woods: hickory for the spindles and rail, cherry or maple for the pedestal and base, and pine for the seat. These everyday stools were constructed from whatever was handy. Whichever wood you choose for the bent parts, it must be green (freshly harvested) to ensure successful bending. Kiln-dried wood does not bend easily and will spring back more readily.
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The seat was glued up from two pieces of walnut, 1 1/2 in. thick, to form a 16-in.-dia. blank. To make turning easier, I bandsawed the shape to within 1/4 in. of the finished 15 in. dia. and mounted the blank on my lathe with a 6-in.-dia. faceplate. When turning large pieces of wood on a lathe, it's a good idea to turn your project at a slow speed (I set my lathe speed at 600 rpm). Turning at a high speed will cause excessive vibration, posing risks to both you and your work. The shape of the seat is fairly straightforward (see the top drawing on p. 49). It has a rounded top edge and a 1/2-in.-deep depression in the center. After nlrning the seat, I sanded it to 400-grit at about 1,725 rpm. Both the spindles and the rail should be turned before they are bent. A common problem in turning thin pieces is whip, which occurs when a workpiece vibrates and moves away from the cut ting edge as force is applied. Sometimes the tool will slip between the workpiece and the tool rest, either deforming the spindle or popping it free. Once these pieces are damaged in any way, they must be discarded. easier way to turn the spindles is to use a block plane on the lathe (see the photo on p. 49), This technique leaves a smooth and even taper. I made sure to turn the top and bottom tenons slightly oversized to allow for shrinkage when the parts dried. Later, I shaved them down with a coarse file for a tight fit. The back rail, at 21 in. long, required the use of a steady tool rest to reduce whip. If you don't have one, the back rail can be steamed square, and after bending, shaped with a 3fs-in. quarter rounding bit mounted in a router. It's a good idea to prepare the back rail bending blank with a few extra inches at each end: this will give you leverage during bending and minimize kinking.



Scrap pine shoes make turning possible. Take careplacing the screws, so they won't interfere with turning tools.



Arched legs form the base
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Half-lap joint in arched leg. The joint is roughed out on the bandsaw and cleaned up with a chisel and shoulderplane. A few test-fits may be needed.



Photos except where noted: Roben Marsala
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Plow %-in. grooves in. deep in pedestal blanks; then chop mortises for tapped block by hand. Glue blanks together with tapped block in its mortise; then turn on lathe.
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Plan view of leg
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Back-rail drilling jig. Worth the time spent making it, this jig gUides the drill at just the right angle for each hole. To keep the depth of all the holes consistent, you might want to put a piece of masking tape on the drill bit as a stop guide.
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Side view of leg
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Glue up the pedestal, and then



turn



to shape



The pedestal is made from two pieces of 2-in. by 4-in. rough wal nut. plowed a %-in. channel down the center of each piece on the tablesaw for the threaded rod. Then I marked out the position of the tapped block and chiseled out a mOltise to receive it (see the top photo on the facing page). This part had to fit perfectly any slop was eliminated with shims. Once the block fit, I dry clamped the two halves together and engaged the threaded rod to make sure tlle alignment was perfect and tlle tllreaded rod didn't bind. Care and caution now saves work later on. The two pieces may now be glued together with the threaded rod in place. To turn tlle laminated pedestal to the final vase shape, I added pine shoes at each end (see the center photo on tlle facing page). With the center channel cut, needed a solid surface for mounting between centers on the lathe. I turned the top of the pedestal down to a 17/8 in. dia. to receive a brass ferrule, which strengthens and decorates the slender neck (I used a short length of brass pipe that got from Space Surplus Metals, 325 Church St., New York, N Y 10013; 212-966-4358). Then I mounted a 1 1/4-in.-long piece o f tlle pipe over the live tailstock center and checked the fit periodically
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Bending rails and spindles are Bends for this stool



mild



place. I cut the pegs from



and easy to produce, but



dowels and the wedges from



you'll need some sort of



shop scraps. I used a jig for the spindles



steambox. I use a fairly large one made of 6-in.



PVC



as I turned the neck. I left the last 1/4 in. of the pedestal neck a little oversized and tapped the ferrule into place. Later, I set a counter sunk #4 brass screw to hold it secure. So the rod wouldn't wear out the wood in the neck, I used a 1/4-in. chisel to clean out the top of the plowed channel and ham mered home a 3f4-in.-dia. by 1/2-in.-Iong flush copper bushing (available from any plumbing-supply dealer).



pipe,



to bend them all at once. I



Building the base with a half-lap joint



60 in. long, mounted on a



glued up pieces of scrap lum



plywood cradle. But for a



ber to make an arched form.



small, one-time project like



The bottom tenons fit into



For the arches, I used 3-in.-thick solid walnut and oriented the grain lengthwise, like the original Shaker stool. Initially, I was con cerned that any weight placed on the arches might cause the short-grained sections to split, but tllis construction technique was used by the Shakers. Many of their stools have survived, and nline hasn't split either. The two legs are cut with a half-lap joint at the center. Because the legs taper in two planes, the sequence of cuts is important. I cut out the silhouette first and marked a centerline and a 4-in. wide section for the half lap (see tile drawing on p. 51). One arch was marked topside for the cut, the other on the underside of tile curve. After laying out my joint on both pieces, I rough cut each half on the bandsaw by making multiple cuts to a depth equal to half the thickness of tile arch, but just shy of my scribed lines. Then I chiseled out the waste and used a shoulder plane to clean up everything for a perfect fit (see tile bottom photo on p. 50). With the half-lap joint cut, laid out the taper on tile arches and cut them on the bandsaw. All of the curved surfaces, both concave and convex, were cleaned up with a spokeshave, files and a cabinet scraper. I finished off the curved arches with chamfered top edges.



this, I'd recommend con



holes at the base of the arch.



structing a small plywood



The top tenons are clamped



box. A commercial wallpaper



down and held by a plunger. The pieces are slender and



steamer, which can be rent ed from paint stores or rental



require no more than 30 min



centers, produces the steam.



utes in the steambox. When



The jig for the back



rail



removing parts from the box,



(see the photo below) is a de



I always use gloves because



sign based on one I use for



the steam is hot enough to



Windsor chaicmaking. It con



bum hands and forearms. I



sists of a ¥4-in. plywood form



leave the steamed pieces in



mounted to a backing board.



their jigs about five days, so



Around the form, I drill l-in.



they will retain their



dia. holes to accommodate



shape and not spring back.



the pegs and wedges that



When dry, I dean them with



hold the steam-bent blank in



1 20-grit sandpaper. -M.R.
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g the seat and the rail



The position of the holes for spindle tenons on both the underside of the back rail and the perimeter of the seat are important. Prop erly placed, the spindles enhance the stool's grace and delicate beauty. If not, the stool will look lopsided and unbalanced. There are eight holes, spaced 2 1/8 in. apart, bored on a drill press at 90° into the top of the seat. The holes in the rail are drilled at two angles-75 ° for the four center holes and 70° for the four outside holes. This fine degree of change helps to make tile spin dles fit right and look good. I made a drilling jig based on a 9 1/4 in. radius to help locate my holes at the correct angle (see the photo on p. 51).



Assembling and rtnishing the stool It's always a good idea to dry-assemble any project before glue up. In the construction of the Shaker revolver, it's critical. After the rail and spindles fit correctly, I drew registration marks on masking tape applied to both spindles and seat, so I could reassemble the parts exactly the same way later. When I went to glue-up, simply lined up the marks on tlle masking tape. Many of us have horrible memories of using shellac in junior high school shop class. It was thick and pungent, difficult to brush on and left awful streak marks. It never seemed to dry. I overcame these problems when I learned to mix my own, using fresh shel lac flakes and a good-quality solvent blended to a water-like con sistency. Such a thinned mixture makes shellac a versatile and attractive finish, and tllat's what I used for the stool, adding a little red pigment to warm up the color of the walnut. After four coats of shellac, I applied two coats of furniture wax.
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Ra ing jig. Four hands are better than for forcing the steamed rail into shape. author is assisted by Les Katz, one of his s nts. Wedges hammered between the plywood form and the wooden pegs hold the rail tightly in place.
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Mario Rodriguez teaches woodworking at the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City. He 's also a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking magaZine.



Shavings, not dust. A well-prepared scraper works like aplane, cutting shavings and leaving a gleaming surface in its wake. Scrapers are available in differentprofiles and thicknesses.



Preparing a Scraper Itsjust aflatpiece ofstee4 but what a surface it leaves by Monroe Robinson



M



any woodworkers think of scrap ers as crude tools, good for little more than removing dried glue. Even those who use a scraper for surface preparation may think of scraping as an in termediate step between planing and sanding. And with the advice woodwork ers are given, it's no wonder. I once read, for instance, that after scraping a surface, you could start sanding with SO-grit paper. Why bother? The truth is that if you're us ing a well-prepared, thin scraper, you can take off wispy shavings and get a surface as fine as you'd get from 400-grit paper smooth, satiny, lustrous. Planing figured woods and many hard, exotic species almost always is a frustratSeptember/October 1995
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ing experience. One time, I made a 12-ft. long table with a surface of bandsawn Macassar ebony veneers. The little grain swirls that make the table's surface so in teresting could not have been planed with out some devastating tearout. Flattening and smoothing that surface with a scraper gave me a flawless surface with no tearout. I started with a thicker scraper, which re moves a lot of wood in a hurry. I scraped the whole table down, right off the band saw, in about as much time as it would have taken me to plane it. I filled several 30-gal. garbage cans with the shavings from that project. Then I followed with a thinner, conventional scraper, leaving a surface that was ready to finish. But this kind of performance is only possible with a scraper that's been properly prepared.



PREPARING A SCRAPER



Flatten the scraper's sides. Apply pres sure to the in. or so next to the edge. Be cause you 'rejust removing scratches and millmarks, stop with a medium water stone (soft Arkansasfor oilstone users).



%



File the edgeflat and square. To avoid a belly on the edge, take two or three strokes at each endfirst. Then file thefull length of the scraper. Follow with light passes with a smooth-cut millfile.



ared



A well-prep scraper What you're trying to achieve when you prepare a scraper are four perfectly honed 90° edges. The edges are rolled over with a burnisher just enough to create a slight burr (see the drawing below). This burr works like a miniature plane, cutting the wood fibers cleanly-cre ating shavings, not dust. A well-prepared scraper works for hours and will take a dozen or more new burrs before it must be re honed. The photos and drawings on these two pages explain how to pre pare a scraper in detail. It takes me about 10 minutes to prepare a new scraper. Re-honing an old one takes five minutes or so. If the scraper's edge (or the '/4 in. or so on either side of the edge) isn't per fectly polished, you won't be able to bur nish the scraper more than a couple of times before having to take it back to the stones. Even the smallest scratches and nicks will yield an edge that, on a micro scopic level, is ragged and weak. When I was le g to work scrapers, I found it helpful to look through a hand lens (available in most art-supply stores) at the sides and edges of the scraper. I stud ied the relationship between what I was doing and the results I was getting. When I got a good, sharp, long-lasting burr, I knew why. When I didn't, I usually could figure out why not.



Burnished edge
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Burr



Hone the edge. Hold the scraper perpendicular to the stone and slightlyflexed. Apply pressure, and move the scraper back andforth in line with the stone. For waterstones, take the edge to 6,OOO-grit or higher;for oilstonesJinish up with a hard Arkansas.
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Just as important as the polish on the scraper is the profile and polish of the bur-
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Hone the faces to remove the burr leftfrom filing or honing. Start with a medium stone, and work up to yourfinish stone. Spreadpressure evenly over the scraper. Photos: Vincent Laurence; drawings: Michael Gellatly



nisher. I use a burnisher with a profile that might best be described as a flattened oval. Its gentle radius distributes the pressure over a wide area, resulting in a long-lasting burr. At the other extreme are triangular burnishers, which concentrate all pressure on one tiny spot along the burr. With that kind of pressure on such a minute spot, it's easy to create a washboard effect or, worse, to fold the burr over the first time you burnish. Then you have to repeat the whole honing sequence. I use a hard felt wheel charged with buff-



Burnish the edge lightly. While holding the scraper in a vise or in your hand, bur nish as shown in the draw ings below. The first pass is perpendicular to the sides of the scraper. Gradually in crease the angle untilyou 're holding the burnisher at ap proximately 2° to 3°. An ef fective, long-lasting burr is very small.



3° Draw the burnisher along the edge of the scraper, pulling the burr out from the edge. Keep the burnisher at an angle.



WHEN IT'S DULL To re-burnish a dull edge, re:flatten the burr. Lay the scraper flat on the bench with just an edge overhang ing. Draw the burnisher across the scraper diagonal ly, as shown in the drawing below, and keep the bur nisher flat on the scraper, using only light to moderate pressure. Once you 've flat tened the burr, burnish the edge again.



Burnisher



ing compound to polish my burnisher maybe twice a year. Whatever sharpening system you use, make sure your burnisher is free of any scratches, dents or nicks. Otherwise, the burr you're trying to create will be damaged. Every time I read anything on scrapers, the writer recommends only certain brands. I use many brands of scrapers, and they all work well. Most scrapers on the market are made of hard steel and are fair ly thin. I consider these to be finishing scrapers. I also use thicker, softer scrapers from Ski Kare (part #937SX, $7.50 plus shipping, phone orders only; 800-5255374). These scrapers are real wood re movers, and their softer steel allows them to be re-burnished more times before re honing. The surface they leave is still eqUivalent to 220- or 320-grit sandpaper.



Scraping tips Burned thumbs are a common complaint. I once got some deep burns in my thumbs from hours of scraping. My solution is to use thimbles made of masking tape. They're not much to look at, but tl1ey work. Burned or scraped knuckles are another common complaint. They're caused by holding the scraper at too Iow an angle. The scraper should be no lower than 45° to the wood you're scraping. If you have to scrape at an angle lower tlun tlut, you've either burnished the scraper with too much pressure or at too high an angle.
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Scraper
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To prepare the scraper for re-burnishing, draw the burnisher diagonally across the scraper. Keep the burnisher flat.



Monroe Robinson is a sawyer in Little River, Calif., specializing in custom sawing salvaged, old-growth redwood. He was a professionalfurnituremakerfor years.
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Veneering a Tabletop Iron down veneer one piece at a time for tight seams and a reliable bond by Michael Burton



S



itting in a dimly lit room, the old pool table looked more or less sound. Some of the veneer had started to peel, and the owner was anxious to know whether the table could be re paired. "Of course it can," I told him. Later, when I took the table and my bravado into the shop, it was a different story. Lots of veneer had to be replaced. I started to worry about the hot hide glue I'd always used for veneering. The glue holds down veneer just fine, but wood that isn't veneered on both sides can warp. I didn't see a way to get the table apart to get at both sides of all the pieces, at least not easily. I was stuck. Before long, I was experimenting with aliphatic resin glue. I learned that once dried, this glue can be reactivated with a house-



hold iron to form a very good bond. Best of all, veneer applied this way to only one side of the workpiece doesn't cause any distor tion. The pool table was salvaged. Ever since, I've been using this iron-on technique on everything from repairs to new tabletops as large as 7 dia. The technique is simple. Glue is applied to both the veneer and the ground (the material the veneer is glued to). After the glue has dried, the two materials are ironed together. The heat from the iron melts the glue and bonds the two surfaces (for more on using this technique to veneer small surfaces, see # lOS, pp. 4S-51). You don't need any special or expensive equipment like bulky veneer presses or vacuum bags (tiline is now gathering dust in a



ft.
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Two coats ofglue on both surfaces. The author uses a brush to spread thinned glue on the top of this game table. 56
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Top photo: Kunz Blair



corner of the shop).



or is it necessary to join several pieces of



veneer together with veneer tape before covering a large surface; the seams are made as the sheets are applied. This technique works with wrinkled veneers, even burls and crotches, and it may save you the trouble of flattening such rare and beautiful woods before application. Like any other technique, though, ironing down veneer has its quirks. If you've tried this approach, you know that heat produced by an iron can sh�rink the veneer, opening up seams and causing some checking if you're not careful. When used wid1 a little fore d10ught, however, dlese problems are minimal at worst. The keys to success are pre-shrinking dle veneer before ironing it down, applying the glue in several dunned coats and cutting the seams as you go. This is the same approach I used to veneer a small game table that my shop was recendy comnussioned to make (see the photo on the facing page). The iron-on method worked perfecdy, and I'll show you how I did it.



hrink



Test veneer for s



age, and repair any holes



Before thinking about glue, the veneer should be checked for heat tolerance. Some species can shrink dramatically under the heat that will be required to bond them with dry glue. To check, mea sure a piece of veneer across the grain, and then heat the wood with your iron at dle three-quarter setting (see the photo at right). After the veneer has cooled for a few nunutes, measure again. If the shrinkage is Significant, it's a good idea to pre-shrink all of dle veneer you plan to use by thoroughly heating it with the iron. Even though the glue will swell the veneer when it's applied, pre shrinking the material now reduces the chance of checks and open seams later.



GeUing the shrink out. Because some veneers shrink dramati cally during the bonding process, the author starts by pre-shrink ing all the veneer with the iron at a three-quarter setting.



If there are any defects in the veneer, such as holes or checks, now's the time to tape them on the face side. A number of wood working suppliers sell veneer tape. It's just a strip of paper with adhesive on one side that you wet and stick down. When you're all done, you can scrape dle tape off. It's not a good idea to use masking tape; heat from the iron will turn it into a gummy mess, and masking tape stretches. The veneer tape will hold the veneer together and prevent the glue from reaching the face. If you're working with paper-backed veneer, which has a layer of paper bonded to the back side of the veneer, scuff the paper wid1 80-grit sandpaper before applying the glue. If you don't do this, the glaze on the paper can cause prob lems in getting an even glue coat. Because I cut the seams as I go along, there's no need to fit the veneer precisely to the ground at this point. I lay out where the seams will be on the ground with a sharp pencil and make sure that the pieces of veneer will cover the area with a little bit to spare. With these steps out of dle way, I can apply glue to both the veneer and the ground.



Spread the glue in several coats Glue d1inned about 10% with water spreads easier and covers bet ter than one coat straight from the bottle. I use either Titebond or Elmer's yellow glue, tlunning it until it's the consistency of heavy cream. Complete coverage is important, and a brush works much better d1an a roller (see the photo at right). A roller can leave air bubbles and an undesirable texture and is totally ineffective on wrinkled veneer. Spreading glue on the ground is very straightforward-just brush on a good, even coat (see the photo on d1e facing page). Before spreading glue on tlle veneer, it's a good idea to mist some water from a spray bottle on the face side. This will help eliminate curl ing caused by the moisture of the glue on the back. After the glue



Photos except where noted: Seon Gibson



Thin the glue, and paint it on. Aliphatic resin glue thinned about 10% with water spreads easily with a brush, eliminating the bubbles that can occur with a roller. September/October 1995
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BONDING ONE PIECE AT A TIME has been spread on the back side of the veneer, place the veneer on sticks so that air circulates around both sides. If possible, stay with the veneer as the glue dries. If puddles form, spread them out with a putty knife or a scrap of plastic lam inate. Make sure that edges that will be part of a seam are well covered with glue. After the first coat of glue has dried (dry means that all of the creamy white color has been replaced with a trans parent light yellow), feel the surface. If it has become rough, sand lightly with 80-grit paper. Then put a second coat of glue on both the veneer and the ground. Some species of veneer and some ground materials, such as the raw edge of medium-density fiberboard (MDF), may require a third or even a fourth coat. The object is to have a smooth, glossy, transparent film of glue that looks a little like a thick coat of var nish. Veneer will have a leather-like feel when it's properly coated with glue. Once you have enough glue on both surfaces and it has dried, pass a sanding block with 80-grit paper lightly over the ground and, if possible, the veneer. This will knock the top off any dust, coagulated glue or whatever may have settled on the glue as it was drying. Anything that the sandpaper won't smooth out should be cut off with a sharp knife or a chisel.



nin



It's just like iro



g your shirt



Now it's time to iron down the first piece of veneer. Position a rough-cut piece of veneer so that it overlaps any seams by



1/4



in. or



so (how much overlap you can afford will depend on the veneer and your pattern, but don't leave any less than in.). Heat, resid ual moisture and wrinkles can often distort the veneer as it's bond



I/S



ed. This is the reason I prefer trimming after the bonding process. With the iron turned up about halfway, use the tip to tack the ve neer in place. Then with slow, circular motions, proceed to bond



Bondfirst, trim later. With layout lines drawn on the tabletop, the author bonds the first piece ofpadauk veneer in the pattern. He keeps the iron awayfrom edges that need trimming.



this first piece of veneer, staying 1,14 in. or so away from areas that will be trimmed later (see the top photo). How hard do you press the iron? Don't break the handle! But re member that the heated glue is plastic, not fluid, so the more pres



A sharp linoleum knife works best. With a straightedge and a linoleum knife, the author trims the edge of the firstpiece of veneer. Knife marks are extended beyond the edge as a refer encefor trimming the nextpiece of veneer accurately.



sure the better. There is no law against using two hands. You will often hear clicking sounds as you iron. These are small spots pulling loose. You should iron until the clicking stops. Keep the iron moving-don't linger in any spot. Overheating the glue will destroy its bonding characteristics. Should you encounter a real stubborn wrinkle, moisten the area with a damp cloth, and iron it immediately. Don't give the area a chance to swell. The added moisture and heat will cause the area to compress, and the steam will penetrate the veneer to aid the glue bond. I've heard the suggestion that a steam iron be used for bonding. This works for Single pieces and large sections of paper backed veneer, but in a design with a lot of seams, the added mois ture often can cause dimensional changes in the veneer that are completely intolerable. Keep your work as dry as possible.



rim



T



the first



seam,



and then test the bond



With the first piece bonded, I trim the seams with a sharp linoleum knife, my tool of choice. I just think of it as a veneer saw with one tooth. And like a saw, it works best when you make the cut in a number of passes. When cutting the seam, I let the knife overcut the veneer into the border areas (see the photo at left). These marks will be used for lining up the straightedge for trimming the next piece. Should you encounter areas of waste that have been aCcidentally bonded, cut them loose with a sharp chisel (a dogleg is excellent for the job). If



MAKING A TIGHT SEAM the glue has been removed from the ground, re-spread those spots. After trimming, you may wish to check the bond. I always do. With your fingernail or a stiff brush, go over the surface and listen for a hollow sound indicating that the veneer isn't bonded. Then I moisten the veneer with a damp clotl1. Loose spots will manifest themselves as bubbles. If you are working in a quiet area, the ve neer often will talk to you. A clicking sound will be heard as the bubbles pull themselves loose. If any loose spots are detected, use the tip of the iron and a little extra pressure to bond them, and then pass the iron over the entire piece to dry it.



ttin



Cu



ttin



g and fi



g the next piece



That first piece is now well-bonded. In fact, if you tried to pry it up, the veneer would take chunks of the MDF with it. The next step is to rough-cut the second piece and position it for bonding. If you are working with flat veneer that doesn't seem to wrinkle much under heat, you may wish to precut the second piece and shoot the edge with a sanding block. If this is the case, let the piece overlap the first by about .01 in. (about the thickness of a match book cover). Then bond the second piece of veneer, staying about 1 1/2 in. back from the seam. The secret to a tight seam is that little extra you've allowed. Take that .01 in. of overlap, and buckle the veneer slightly so that the seam edges are butted together. A piece of 3/16-in. steel or brass rod pushed beneath the second piece of veneer near the edge is a great help (see the center photo). If the trimmed seam is a little ragged, carefully pass a sandpaper block over it. And if you are the type who wears a belt and suspenders Simultaneously, you also may wish to brush a light coat of fresh glue on the edge of the ve neer. I have often done this where I feared the veneer shrinking and tl1e seam opening up. After the pieces are butted together, withdraw the rod, and iron down the buckled seam (see the bottom photo). Position the iron



For wrinkled veneer, cut the seam in place. Heat can distort the edges ofsome veneers, so the author may choose to cut a clean edge once the second piece of veneer is mostly bonded. Secret for a tight seam. For a seam that won 't pull open from the heat of the iron, the author cuts the secondpiece of veneer . 010 in. wide. Then he buckles it over a piece of 3/16-in. rod so that the edges meet.



so it spans the whole seam. The veneer often splits when the tip of the iron rides the center of the buckled area, so make sure the en tire area is covered with tl1e sole of the iron. A joint made in this manner places a great amount of pressure at the seam and is high ly unlikely to open up. If your veneer is wrinkled, the procedure is slightly different but gets you the same result. Let tl1e second piece overlap the first by



V4



at least in.; then iron it down except for the 1 1/2 in. next to the seam. After the veneer is down, trim the edge to be seamed with the first piece. Make the cut so the second piece overlaps the first by about



.01 in. (see the top photo). Cut through the top piece only. I use a scrap of plastic lantinate to protect the bottom piece of veneer. This is not a double-cut. Do I have to tell you to work carefully? You have only one chance.



Test the surface with a damp cloth



Iron down the hump. Working from one end and withdrawing the rod as he goes, the author presses down the seam. It will stay tight.



I use this one-piece-at-a-time approach until I've covered the top with veneer. I make sure the veneer is well-bonded by dampening the surface with water and looking for bubbles. Bubbles detected now are easy to fix with an iron. If you find one later, don't panic. A product called Brasive (Mohawk Finishing Products Co., 4715 State Highway 30, Amsterdam, NY 12010-7417; 518-843-1380) in troduced through a pin hole in the bubble will reactivate tl1e glue and bond the veneer witllOut reheating.



D



Michael Burton and his three sons makefurniture in a variety of styles at Burton's Furniture Studios in Ogden, Utah. September/October 1995
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Belts (matched set) Arbor Bearings and retainer assembly (not a routine maintenance item)



Blade-height adjustment



Worm and worm gear



Arbor-tilting stop screw Arbor-raising shaft bushing



Worm gear and worm



Front trunnion bracket



Dmwings:



Bob La Pointe



Tablesaw Tune-up What lies below the top needs attention) too



S



the course of a week, I crank the



slides, which are called trunnions. They engage mating brackets mounted to the



handwheels to adjust the blade on my



front and rear of the cabinet. Handwheels



everal times a day, dozens of times in



tablesaw. Each time, the smooth, precise



control blade elevation and blade tilt by



response from this otherwise ordinary



turning worms that engage worm gears on



task gives me a brief sense of satisfaction



the arbor and trunnion assemblies. These parts work best when they're clean.



things are okay. But as the months and board feet of wood slide by, the once silky-smooth operation starts to take more muscle. Eventually, tugging on the hand



Remove the top



wheel raises the blade in intermittent jerks,



sure it's unplugged. The best way to ac cess all the internal workings is to remove



and tilting the blade provokes a metallic squeal. My saw is telling me it's time for a tune-up.



by Kelly Mehler



the top from the saw. Removing a few screws at the upper corners of d1e cabinet



The tablesaw is the most important pow



is all it takes. But before you run off to get



er tool in my shop. Accurate and heavy, it's



the wrench, you should measure and



built for the long haul. But it's easy for me



record the distance from the inside edge of



to take it for granted. I routinely check the cutting accuracy, but I don't have a sched ule for servicing internal parts. The cabinet



the miter-gauge slot to d1e tip of the saw blade. Take this measurement with the ar



tion and dust containment, shrouds the



bor set at 0° and the blade elevated to its maximum height. This will aid you in get ting the top back to its original position. If



motor and internals-out of sight, out of



you've built jigs for your saw and they use



mind. So, even though I know that clean



the miter-gauge slot to reference their po



ing and lubrication keep the saw in top shape, it's only when I notice stiffness or



replace the top exactly where it was.



base, valued for its stability, noise reduc



Rear trunnion bracket



Before doing any work on your saw, make



noise while raising or tilting the arbor that I'm finally prodded into action. The frequency of maintenance depends on how, and how often, the saw is used.



sition relative to the blade, you'll want to Realigning the top can be a fussy, pains taking process. If you don't want to mess with it and the interior is not badly loaded



Cutting abrasive materials, such as parti



with pitch, then most of the work can be done (with some difficulty) through the



cleboard, Masonite and Formica, will in



throat plate and the other openings in the



crease the wear on internal parts. Sawing plenty of gummy, resin-rich or green



cabinet. It's a personal preference.



wood creates pitch buildup. In my shop,



remove the throat plate, the blade, the miter gauge, the fence and any other loose



internal parts should be cleaned and lubri



If your saw is in dire need of a cleaning,



cated about once a year, and I set aside at



items, and then remove the top. With d1e



least half a day to do it.



top out of the way, you can methodically work your way through the machine in a



Lubricant key



Tablesaw anatomy



multi-step process of cleaning, inspecting



It's a lot easier to maintain your tablesaw if you have the original instruction manual



and lubricating.



and the parts list. All of the machine's parts



The



usually are shown as they would be as



Cleaning the interior of your saw prevents



sembled, which can be especially helpful when doing repairs and replacing parts. If



the accumulation of pitch and sawdust,



you don't have a manual and parts list, ask



tion difficult. The first step is to clean out all the dust and gunk from all d1e moving



for one. Most manufacturers will oblige if



Paste wax



Whi lithium te



grease



r assembly



which increases wear and makes opera



you give the name, serial and model num



palts. This will make inspection and lubri



ber of your saw. Manufacturers' addresses can be found in the Thomas Register at



cation easier (or possible). Use a stiff-bris



your local library. The drawing at left shows the guts of a



arbor, arbor pivot, worm and worm gear (see d1e top photo on p. 62). If your shop



typical cabinet-base tablesaw. The arbor



has an air compressor, a well-directed



de brush to knock loose sawdust from the



assembly is the heart of the saw. It's a struc



blast of compressed air really helps to



tural casting, with integral worm gear, that houses the sawblade drive shaft (the arbor)



clean hard-to-get-at areas.



on a set of bearings. In addition, the motor, motor mount, belts and pulleys also are



WD-40



arbo



part of this assembly. The trunnion assem bly, also with an integral worm gear, sup



Next you'll need to remove the accumu lated pitch, gum and packed sawdust. This is tenacious stuff, and you'll need some additional cleanup tools and solvent. A



ports the arbor assembly and allows the



narrow putty knife, an old screwdriver, splints of wood and a wire brush will help



whole unit to tilt about the two arc-shaped



to dislodge the cakes of pitch and sawdust.
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The solvent I particularly like is Oxisolv blade and bit cleaner (Oxisolv Inc., 12055 Universal Drive, Taylor, MI 48180; 313-9464440) because it's nontoxic, nonflamma ble and water soluble. It is as effective as oven cleaner without the noxious fumes, and it can be wiped off with a dry rag-no water needed.



The arbor and bearings-The arbor needs very little maintenance, but you should check for burrs on the face of the arbor flange, which will cause the saw blade to wobble. Also, check the arbor threads for burrs and caked sawdust. A wire brush will remove the crud from the threads, and a fine-cut file can be used to remove the burrs. Any wear or looseness in the arbor bear ings also will result in sawblade wobble. To check the bearings, loosen the motor



Clean out all the accumulated sawdustprior to inspection and lubrication.



Pas



te wax applied with a toothbrush lubricates gears and doesn 't attract sawdust.



mount, and take the tension off the belts. Turn the arbor by hand, feeling for rough ness. Grasp the arbor and gently pull up and down to check for any slack in the bearings. Temporarily remount the blade, and see if it spins freely. Roughness or slack in the bearings or failure of the blade to coast smoothly means the bearings need to be replaced. Replacement is not routine maintenance. This involves removing the trunnion as sembly, unseating tl1e bearings and replac ing them using an arbor press-something probably best done at a machine shop or by a repair technician. Blade wobble also can occur when the arbor flange is not perpendicular to the ar bor. You can determine this by measuring the out-of-plane motion of the flange-this value is called runout. To determine the runout, use a dial indicator with a magnet ic base. Mount the magnetic base to the closest rigid structure (the arbor bracket or the top if it's in place), and place the indi cator tip against the flange. Rotate the ar bor. Runout should be less than 0.010 in. More than that will cause enough vibration at the edge of the sawblade to cause rough cutting as well as splintering (especially with sheet stock). If the flange needs tru ing, remove the arbor assembly, and take it to a machine shop.



The motor-The motor runs in a dust storm inside the cabinet. Because of this environment, a quality saw has a totally enclosed fan-cooled motor (the motor



Tugging on the handwheel raises the blade in intermittent jerks, and tilting the blade provokes a metallic squeal. My saw is telling me it's time for a tune-up. get packed with pitch and caked sawdust.



windings and bearings are sealed within a steel shell, and an external fan blows cool ing air over the motor housing). For long



Enough of this stuff can make operation difficult. Use a stiff-bristle or wire brush to



motor life, make sure this fan is free of ob



dislodge the material. For really tough cas



structions, such as caked sawdust, on the



es, like pitch buildup, use Oxisolv cleaner. The best lubricant is one that does not at



intake grill. To promote free air circulation, the cabi net has openings. Keep the level of saw



tract sawdust, such as powdered graphite,



dust in the cabinet to a minimum, well



worm and worm gear, I use furniture paste



below the motor. If you have a motor cov



wax. Use a toothbrush to work it into all



er on the cabinet, then the vents in the



the gear teeth (see the bottom photo on the facing page).



hard wax or white lithium grease. For the



base should be clear of accumulated saw dust. Too much sawdust and pitch inside the saw base also is a fire hazard-another



Clean the accumulated gunk from the bushings that support the worm shafts. Strips of solvent-soaked rags used in a



reason to practice good housekeeping.



shoe-shine fashion work best here. Use



ll



this same technique for tl1e arbor pivot. To



V-belts and pu eys-Most cabinet-base tablesaw arbors are driven from a motor



lubricate these hard-to-reach areas, I use a



via two or three V-belts, which are sold and installed as a matched set. Check for



white lithium grease spray (see the photo at left). Then raise and lower the arbor sev eral times to make sure that the operation



frayed or cracked belts, and replace them with new ones to the manufacturer's spec ifications. If only one belt is worn, replace them all as a set; otherwise, more of the load will be carried by the new belt. Un even loading results in premature wear and vibration in the saw. Vibration trans mitted to the blade causes rough cutting.



Pulley alignment and belt tension The arbor and motor shafts should be par allel to each other, and the pulleys must be in alignment (see the drawings at right). Even a slight misalignment will cause ex



feels smooth.



White lithium spray grease is used to lu bricate the hard-to-reach pivots.



The



trunni



on assembly



Because the trunnions carry the weight of the entire arbor assembly, including the



Checking pulley alignment



motor, they work best when clean and lubricated. Using your arsenal of cleaning



Place a straightedge across the pulley faces. Adjust the. motor pulley or reposition the motor to bring both pulleys into alignment.



implements, pick and scour the debris



cessive belt wear from poor tracking and will increase vibration and noise.



from the arc-shaped trunnion grooves and their mating trunnion brackets. Because you'll have to tilt the assembly back and forth to get it all, clean the worm and worm gear at this time, too. Using paste wax and a toothbrush, tilt the arbor assembly from stop to stop to work in the lubricant.



To make this alignment, loosen the setscrew in the pulley on the motor shaft.



Arbor-tilting stop screws-The final



Place a straightedge on the arbor pulley so



step in the tune-up is lubricating me arbor



that it makes contact with both edges of the rim, and then move the motor pulley



tilting stop screws. These usually are a



until the straightedge touches both sides



and need only a shot of penetrating oil,



of its rim, too. If the pulleys are aligned, then the shafts



like WD-40 or Liquid Wrench, on the threads. This will help them move easily



hex-head machine screw with a locknut



Tensioning the belts



when you set the arbor tilt for 0° and 45°.



will be parallel. If you can't get the pulleys to align, it's because the shafts aren't par allel. In that case, loosen the motor mounts, and shift the motor until you get the de sired alignment. Once the pulleys are aligned, slide the motor mount to tension the belts. When you can deflect the belts about 1 in. at the



Light finger pressure should deflect the belts about in.



1



Replace the top, and then align After the parts inside the cabinet have been cleaned and lubricated, put tl1e top back in place. Reinstall the screws holding on me top until they are finger tight. Raise the ar



center span between the pulleys using



bor to its maximum height, and replace the sawblade. Because the slot-to-blade



light finger pressure, the tension is correct.



reference measurement was made with



Arbor worm gears and arbor pivot



blade to perpendicular, and set the stops.



The arbor-raising worm and worm gear al



Then you can align the miter-gauge slots



so are exposed to a blast of sawdust. They



so that they are parallel with the blade.



the blade set at 0 ° , you need to reset the



Photos: Jonathan Binzen
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Using a combination square or a drafts man's 45° triangle, set the arbor-tilting stops. Hold the square against the blade, and nudge the handwheel until the blade is perpendicular with the table. Carefully turn the machine screw until it's hard against the fixed stop. While holding the screw with a wrench, tighten the locknut. Tilt the arbor away, and then bring it back against the stop. Check again that the blade is still perpendicular to the top. Now, using the 45° part of the combination square or the triangle, tilt the arbor over, and repeat this procedure for the 45 ° stop. With the blade at its maximum height, nudge the top back into its original posi tion using your recorded measurement of the sawblade to miter-gauge slot distance. Snug up the cap screws using light torque on the wrench.



The final alignment check involves making a test cut. Clamp a %-in.- to l-in. sq. piece of hardwood to the miter gauge so that it extends about 1 in. past the saw blade. Cut the stock, turn off the power and unplug the machine. With the end of the workpiece at either the front or back of the blade, rotate the blade (backward so that no wood is re moved) until you find the tooth that hits the wood the hardest and makes a scratch ing sound. Mark that tooth with a piece of chalk, and move the stock to the other side of the blade. Look and listen as you rotate the blade. If the blade is parallel to the miter-gauge slot, the marked tooth will hit the wood and make the same sound. If the tooth does not hit the stock (it probably won't), the blade and miter slot are not parallel. To jigger the top into the correct posi tion, slightly loosen the cap screws hold ing the top to the base. Now tap the tabletop in tl1e desired direction, as shown in the photo at right, rotate the arbor, and listen to the sounds tlle saw blade makes against the test piece. When the sounds match at the front and back of the blade, tighten tl1e bolts and recheck. Final tightening is best done in several go-rounds. If you crank down hard on the cap screws and go for the maximum torque in one yank, the phenomenon known as creep can throw the top out of alignment. So tighten the screws in steps, going from one to another, just as you would tighten the lug nuts when changing



0



a tire on your car.



Kelly Mehler is the author of The Table and afurnituremaker in Berea, Ky



Saw Book (The Taunton Press,
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1993)



Tap the edge of the table to nudge the miter-gauge slotparallel to the blade.



When Wood Fights Back That special board you)ve been saving may harbor hidden health risks by Jon Arno



I



t wasn't the British army, but an unseen foe, that caused the demise of seven of Napoleon's soldiers in 1809. They died not by sword or musket ball but from eating meat that had been barbecued on oleander spits. The shrub, Nerium oleander, contains a deadly, soluble poison. Oleander is a great deal more toxic than most woods. But skin rashes, respiratory prob lems and other health con cerns are common reactions to many species that woodwork ers routinely handle. Plant toxins act as a defense mechanism to deter browsing animals, so the toxins tend to con gregate in the foliage, fruit and bark. The woody tissue, as a gen eral rule, is relatively inert. But it's rarely, if ever, totally void of potential toxins. Depending on how they are handled and the unique sensitivity of those who use them, all woods should be viewed as potentially toxic. Exposure occurs through skin contact, inhalation and ingestion. Airborne dust sticking to sweaty skin and dust that we breathe in probably constitute the chief forms of contact. Wood exposure af fects people as either an irritant or a sensitizer. Irritants affect a larger ponion of the population and may be ei-



ther mechanical or chemical. With a mechanical irritant, fine dust panicles dry out and abrade the mucous membranes. Perspiration releases acids and other soluble compounds contained in the dust to form chemical irritants, which are caustic to human tissue. The symptoms usually are skin rash and bronchial inflammation. Sensitizers cause the body to produce histamines, which make the rash and the bronchial symptoms more severe. Most people are unaffected by sensitizers. But those who do experience aller gic reactions, even from relatively modest contact, may fi nd that these reactions get worse, not better, over time. Offending compounds in wood, whether irritants or sensitizers,
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Some unfriendly exotics The wood species shown at right are potentially toxic.



All



of them, though, are popular and relative ly important cabinet woods. Individual sensitivity, however, depends on the in tensity and the length of exposure to the wood. Gon�alo alves



(Astroni urn graveolens): This is a



Imbuia (Phoebe porosa): Sometimes



member of the pOison ivy family, Anacardiaceae. Symptoms can include extremely severe skin rash, but individual sensi tivity varies greatly.



called B ilian walnut, imbuia contains potent alkaloids, which are car diac stimulants and can cause VOmiting, headache and diarrhea.



Teak (Tectona grandis):



Skin rash is common when working teak. The primary sensitizer in the wood can trigger sensitiv ity to allergens in other unrelated woods.



raz



may be substantially different chemically. Some of these com



Makor€: (Tieghernella heckelit): Sometimes



rry



called Mrican che , makori: contains a strong irritant. Symptoms in clude skin rash and respi ratory problems.



pounds, especially ones called quinones, bear a molecular simi



It's not only exotic, tropical species that can lead to health prob lems. Some very common timbers, such as mahogany, oak, walnut,



larity to petroleum distillates, such as benzine and naphtha. And



western red cedar, Douglas fir and pine, are cited as toxic by some



quinones frequently are identified in clinical tests as the probable



authorities. But research on the subject is far from conclusive and



cause of many allergiC reactions.



hasn't been tackled comprehensively.



Allergic reactions to sensitizers sometimes are severe. Occasion



reca



red



risks



ally, the reactions are fatal. And now there is growing evidence



Simple p



that irritants also have lethal potential. Correlations are being



Because many wood pigments, gums and resins contain irritants



drawn between exposure to numerous irritants and higher inci



or sensitizers, often it is the most attractive, vividly colored and fragrant timbers that cause problems. It's



dences of cancer. Asbestos, tobacco, food dyes, solvents and a host of Otl1er substances in tl1e modern environ ment are all suspect. In this respect, wood is no excep tion. Certain relatively rare cancers of the nasal passage tend to occur more frequently among woodworkers than



Be careful when selecting woods usedfor kitchen utensils or toys.



among the population at large. The cause is generally linked to long-term exposure to a lot of dust in a factory-like environment rather than home workshops where dust levels may be a good deal lower.



eso



Troubl



utions



me timbers



uce health



a good idea to limit first-time expo sure to unfamiliar woods. Imported species aren't necessarily more toxic, but it is wise to be espe cially careful with them. Also, even though a certain species may be rela tively harmless, there is a remote chance that it may be contaminated



by a fungus or micro-organism that you've never been exposed to before. If you have no prior experience with a particular wood, even if it's a well-known cabinetwood, experiment with it by cut ting or shaping it and then waiting a few days before filling your shop with dust.



Some woods seem to cause more problems than others. The wood samples shown above are some of the foreign species that



Kitchen utensils and toys-Be careful when selecting woods



have been studied for many years. These woods are known to cause problems like skin rash or respiratory irritation among some



vors. Acids in woods like oak and beech and alkaloids in species



used for kitchen utensils. Some woods can impart unwanted fla



woodworkers. But their relative toxicity in comparison to other



like Peroba rosa and Masonia are water-soluble, so these com



lesser-known imported woods is not clear.



pounds can permeate food. Ironically, bourbon whisky and fine
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Photos of wood samples, Robert Marsala



Mansonia (Mansonia



altissima): Sometimes called African black walnut. It's laced with ir



ritants. Symptoms in clude headache, skin rash, nosebleed and car diovascular problems.



ood



Peroba rosa (AsPi dosperma peroba): This



Rosew (Dalbergia spp.): A high proportion



S



ilky oak (Grevillea ro busta): Sometimes called



Iroko



wood belongs to the oleander family, which contains irritants and poi sonous alkaloids. Symp toms include skin rash and flu-like reactions.



of people are affected by the woods in the rose wood genus. Skin rash is the primary symptom.



, this wood contains phenols, which are irritants and potential ly sensitizing. The foliage and wood can cause se vere skin rash.



ally durable Mrican timber often is used as a teak substitute. It can cause skin rash and respi ratory problems.



ood



lacew



(chlorophora excelsa): This exception



sherries attain their final flavor from oak barrels by this same Minimize your exposure to wood-Many common woods have developed the reputation of being harmful to your health. leaching process. Also, gums and resins from some woods-pines and firs, for example-are liberated by heat, which makes them a But often it is the intense, prolonged exposure of these widely poor choice for cooking utensils. used woods, rather than a higher level of toxicity, that leads to The physical characteristics of the wood also should be a consid health problems. eration. Coarse-textured and open-grained woods, like ash, chest Allergic reactions often intensify with repeated or prolonged ex nut and oak, may collect food residue that can affect the flavor of posure. Aside from the risk this poses, the initial sensitivity may the food and harbor bacteria, which can cause food poisoning. trigger a broader allergy to unrelated woods. If a particular wood When choosing woods for toys, remember that infants often causes a reaction, stop using it, and seek medical advice. chew on them. Given a child's Installing a dust-collection body weight, even small doses system, using a respirator, of some toxins can be lethal. wearing clothing that prevents Stick with wood species tradi dust from sticking to perspira tionally used to make toys and tion on the skin and washing kitchen utensils. Maple is the as quickly as possible after best choice because it's fine working with wood are all textured and doesn't harbor sensible precautions. dirt, and the sugars in the Although it's smart to be wood are edible. Birch, white prudent, don't panic. Sharp pine, poplar and basswood al edged power tools and organ so are acceptable. ic solvent vapors probably Avoid walnut for making toys constitute a greater danger to the average woodworker than because it contains juglone, which is a natural laxative and exposure to wood. sedative. Clearly, don't use ole Jon A rno is a woodworker ander. The imported woods and consultant in Troy, Mich. discussed above are best used He is a regular contributor to for projects other than toys Covering exposed skin and using a respirator are ways to limit exposure to irritating dust. Fine Woodworking. and food-related items.
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Joinery for Light, Sturdy Coffee Table Wedged through tenons and inlaid butterflies are the keys that hold it together by Lindsay Suter



I



knew a wood supplier in Cali fornia, a whacky old hippie, whose joy was salvaging trees everyone else overlooked and then turning the wood into spectacular lumber. His lumberyard may have been in complete chaos, but he had a gift for finding the raw material for truly memorable furniture. It was in these wood stacks that I found the curly cherry perfectly suited for a low coffee table I had designed. The table, as shown in the photo on the facing page, looks quite sim ple. But its exposed joinery puts craftsmanship as well as the figured wood on display. Through tenons, wedged with butterfly keys, join the legs to the top. arrow stretchers replace more traditional aprons, keeping tl1e table looking light and airy. The design also is a little daring because the tabletop is fastened di rectly to the legs. I wondered as I drew up the plans whether this feature might result in a split top. As it turns out, the frame of this table flexes slightly as the top expands and contracts across its width. This is a result of using relatively thin stretchers, only in. tluck, that are set well below the top of the frame. Because the frame isn't ab solutely rigid, the top has enough freedom of movement so it won't split. I know because the first one I made went to a client in Massachusetts where summers are hot and humid and indoor win ter conditions are bone dry. The table has been there for seven years and shows no signs of a problem. Even so, I would choose a



Y2
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relatively stable wood for this de sign. Quarter-sawn white oak, nara or myrtle wood all seem like good choices me.



to



Cutting mortises with a o blade



dad



The top is glued up from four book-matched pieces that give the table a symmetrical quality. The leg tenons penetrate the top at tl1e two outside joint lines. The inlaid butterfly keys let into the tops of the legs not only reinforce the joints between the top boards but also wedge the leg tenons. Cutting mortises into the tabletop where the boards are joined sim plifies construction. I cut the mortises with a dado blade and a crosscut sled on the tablesaw before gluing the top pieces together (see tl1e top photo on p. 70). After testing the setup on a piece of scrap, I can complete the mortises in a couple of passes. used dowels to align and register the edge-glued top joints. I marked the location of the butterfly keys first, so I didn't end up with a dowel in tl1e way later on. To give the top a light, tlun ap pearance without compromising its strength, I tapered the under side of the top at the edge. I used a tall auxiliary fence clamped to the tablesaw's rip fence with the blade fully raised and tilted away from the fence at about 5 ° . The fence is positioned about % in. away from the blade, and the top is run tl1rough the saw on edge. featherboard helps hold tl1e top against the fence.



I



A



PhOlOS: Charley Robinson



Top view



Tenoned, mortised and tapered legs There are four steps in making the simple, tapered legs: sizing the



+ 9 -+- 64



� 6 in.+- 9



stock, cutting the tenons, cutting the mortises and tapering the in side faces. Cutting the joints is much easier while the stock is still square. Leave the leg stock slightly long, so there will be an extra



+8%



1/16 in. or so of the tenon protruding through the top. Although the tenon will be sanded or planed flush later, the result is a cleaner finished joint. To prepare a tenon for a wedge, I drill a hole just above the



t t t



tenon's shoulder, so the wedge won't split the leg. Then I band saw a kerf down the tenon to the hole. Remember to orient the leg



8%



wedges so that they run perpendicular to tl1e grain of the tabletop, not witl1 it. Before cutting the mortises for the stretchers, I mark each leg so



48 in.



I know where it belongs on the table and which faces are on the



8%



outside. Then I lay out the mortises on all the legs. I cut the mor tises on a slot mortiser, but a router, drill press or mallet and chis el will work equally well. taper tl1e legs on the tablesaw using a shop-built jig, a rectan



I



8%



gular piece of plywood cut to an L-shape. After double-checking that I'm tapering the inside faces of the legs, I run the jig along the fence of the tablesaw with the leg snugly seated in the j ig. The offcuts are handy for cutting the stretcher shoulders to the angle



IE



of the legs. rescued some small scraps of ebony for the feet. The 1/4-in.



I



thick ebony wears like iron and visually punctuates the ends of the tapered legs. I cut and glue the foot to the bottom of the leg and then countersink a screw for good measure.



Lay out stretchers from the legs I measure and mark the stretchers by dry-fitting the legs into the



IE



30 in.



�I



20% in.



1- 5Y. in.



ends, so the tenons will protrude through the legs and can be



18 in.



Side view



sanded flush later. I use the tapered, inside edge of the leg as a



the tablesaw. Instead of clamping the stretcher in a vertical posi tion, I back it up with an offcut from tapering the legs. This ensures the angle of the shoulder will match the angle of the tapered leg. As before, I clean up, pare and fit the tenons and then drill and kerf



IE



.E3% in.



35Y2 in.



them for wedges.



Assemble the



fram



e in two steps



Before assembling tl1e table, I make plenty of wedges from stock tl1at's strong, straight grained and contrasting in color to accent the



:>1



+7 -.l



R� T



top and clamping the stretcher in position at the correct height against the back of the legs. I leave a little extra length at both



guide to scribe the shoulder line on the stretcher. To cut the tenon with an angled shoulder, I use a tenoning jig on



T7 in.



1 �I



.1



� 6;. in.



Front view



joint. I also scrape and sand all the parts. Then I glue up two sets of legs to the long stretchers only. After applying glue to tl1e leg stretcher joints, I fit the joints firmly and set them with a wedge. Then, immediately, I set the assembly into the tabletop (without glue). This holds everytl1ing in the correct position. After tl1e glue has cured, I repeat tl1e procedure with the shorter end stretchers. When these are dry, I glue and wedge the leg/ sU'etcher assembly to the top. use tl1e top wedges to keep the leg



I



tenons tight in tl1e top until the butterfly keys are finally put into place. When the glue is fully cured, I sand the tenons and wedges flush witl1 tl1e legs and tl1e top.



A jig simplifies the butterfly keys When making multiple, identical butterfly joints, I like to cut all the mortises witl1 a jig first and then fit the butterflies to the mortises (for more on making butterfly keys, see # 102, pp. 46-47). I make tl1e butterflies with a slight taper on the sides, which helps
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Drawings: Michael GelJauy



A low coffee table makes the most of wildly figured wood. Mortises are cut in the top before glue-up. September/October 1995
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TABLETOP MORTISES



Top pieces



1'14



Dado, in. by % in. Mortises on the tablesaw-The tabletop mortises are cut with a dado blade and a cross cut sled. Mating boards are clampedface to face against the sled'sfence.



T HE BUTT ERFLY KEYS



Butterfly-mortisejig, made ofplywood, is cut to shape and glued back together.



r Align butterfly-mortisingjig with layout lines. The rounded corners left by the router bit in the butterfly mortises are cleaned out with a chisel.



ensure a tight fit and keeps the leg tenons tight in the top. The butterfly jig is a rectangular piece of %-in.-thick plywood cut into three sections. I cut the center section with a chop saw to shape the butterfly (see the photo at left above). The pieces are glued back together, and centerlines are drawn to help with registration. I lay out the centerlines for all the butterfly locations on the table top. Long layout lines make it easier to align the jig on the tabletop (see the bottom right photo). After clamping the jig securely in place, I rout the mortises with a flush-trimming, bearing-guided bit to a depth of about



70



7/16



in. To complete the mortises, I clean up the
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corners with a crusel. I mill the butterfly stock to



1/2



in. thick and use



the mortising jig to mark out the butterflies. After I bandsaw them to shape, I fit each butterfly, carving a slight taper on the sides. Each butterfly and its corresponding mortise are numbered. I glue and clamp the butterflies in place, spreading the glue com pletely, but sparingly, on the taper and on the bottom of the but terfly. I use deep-throated clamps and waxed blocks between joint and clamp. The blocks spread the clamp pressure over the whole butterfly and protect it from damage; the wax keeps the block from being glued to the top. The center butterflies can be tapped



Wedge tenons. and add butterfly keys



:Y'Aso in.in.plusfor ymm;,g 1.



Drive wedge into slot in top of leg tenon; then sand flush when glue has cured.



Hole prevents split in leg.



2.



Using a template, rout a mortise for the butterfly key.



3.



Fit key to mortise, and then glue it in place. Plane flush after glue dries.



17% in.



Leg tapered on two inside faces, in. at top to in. at bottom



:Y1oY2



foot, sq. by /.. in.in. thick, 3'IEbony glued and



Wedged through-tenon coffee table Tenons at the tops of the legs fit through mortises cut in the tabletop. Tenons are wedged and capped with butterfly keys, making for a sturdy table with attractive joinery details.



screwed to bottom



into place with a hammer and a block of wood while supporting



sive coat, I add a little semigloss varnish and mineral spirits in



the top from below. Or they can be clamped with battens above



equal parts until the mix consists of approximately one-third of



and below the table with clamps at either side.



each ingredient. This finish gives a soft, lustrous surface with better wear resis tance than straight oil. After the final coat is dry, I wax and lightly



When the glue has dried, I use a sharp jack plane to level the protruding butterflies with the tabletop. Then I sand the top start ing with 120-grit sandpaper, progressing up to 320-grit.



inis



F



arnis



h up with oil and v



buff the entire piece with #0000 steel wool and then polish with a



0



soft cloth.



h



My favorite finish is a progressive buildup of four or five coats, starting with a straight oil finish, such as Watco. With each succes-



Lindsay Suter has taught at California College ofArts and Crafts in Oakland, Calif., and now a woodworker in Kingston,
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For Vibrant Color, Use Wood Dyes Aniline dyes enhance figure, even out tones by Chris A. Minick



Getting consistent colors-Exact measurements and careful record keeping are im portantfor duplicating colors. Wood dyes usually are a blend of colors, visible as dye powder dissolves in water (above) and in filter paper (right).



A



niline dyes are a good



ern wood dyes no longer



product with a bad



contain the chemical.



Dyes are useful for special



become an uninteresting, col



name. Their nasty rep



First used in the textile in



(adding depth) and toning



ored piece of wood. You can buy premixed-liq



utation is a holdover from the days when these versatile



dustry in the mid-1800s as a



(applying tinted finish). Prob



uid or gel wood dyes or mix



substitute for natural dyes,



ably the best use for dyes is



it-yourself powdered dyes. I



coloring agents were highly toxic. It's a misnomer not



aniline-derived dyes worked



evening out differences in



fine, but they faded quickly



color, like those between sap



mostly use powdered dyes, which have an indefinite shelf



much different from golfers



and were soon replaced by



still calling their drivers



more light-fast synthetic col orants. Unfortunately, the



wood and heartwood. Dyes can work miracles on



''woods,'' even though many modern golf clubs are made of metal. Woodworkers still



term aniline dye stuck. It is still used to distinguish trans



know dyes by the name ''aniline,'' even though mod-
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finishing effects, like layering



figured wood (see the photos on the facing page), but they



life. Dye is classified by the solvent that dissolves it. The three classes are water-solu ble, oil-soluble and a1cohol



aren't magic. For example,



soluble dyes (see the sources



parent wood stains from their



when an uninteresting piece



of supply box on p. 76). Each



pigmented cousins.



of wood is dyed, it will just



type has finishing advantages.



solve totally in solvent. The tiny size of dye particles ex plains why dye stains are so transparent and why they penetrate wood so deeply. Pigments stay near the surface of wood where they lodge in wood pores, which empha sizes the pores and any blem ishes like sanding scratches. Dyes color eve ing similar



ryth



ly. Even end grain can be



Quartersawn lacewood-Burnt-sienna and then light-walnut dye bring out the ray-jleckJigure.



dyed so that it looks like the rest of the wood.



Water-soluble dyes have lasting color and clarity Water-soluble dyes are the most versatile of the three wood-finishing dyes. Water soluble dyes are easier to use, easier to repair and are more light-fast than the other two types. The exceptional clarity and penetration of water-sol uble dyes help make figure come alive. Laboratory exper iments confirm that water-sol



Quilted bigleaf maple-Scarlet-red and then cher ry-brown dye highlight the undulatingJigure.



uble dyes penetrate the wood about five times deeper than alcohol-soluble dyes. The deep penetration and chemi cal structure of water-soluble dyes account for their superi or fade resistance. (The story on p. 74 gives a general expla nation of how fading occurs.) To mix water-soluble dyes, I use a gram scale to weigh the water and dye powder (see the photo on the facing page). Keep track of dye brands, col ors and concentrations every time you use them. If you



Monied mahogany-Yellow and then rosewood dye emphasize the chatoyance.



ever have to match a color, a mixing logbook will save you hours of making up sample stain boards. Once the dye is mixed, sponge the wood with



Differences between pigments and dyes



the solution until the wood is



fabric dyes. Brands like Rit



handle dyes carefully: Use a paper mask when



can be found at department stores, but you'll have to mix



mixing the dye. Wear rubber gloves, so you



What distinguishes dye stains from pigment stains is the size



excess before it dries. (leav



or layer several colors to get



don't absorb the dye through



of the particle that's doing the



a long time will not darken



more natural wood tones.



your skin. Keep dye powders and so



coloring. Individual colorant



the color any further.)



Powdered fabric dyes some



particles in a dye solution are



Because water raises wood



times have fillers, so I buy the



lutions away from children



exceedingly small-there are



premixed-liquid type. They're



and pets.



more than 10 million trillion



grain and makes the surface fuzzy, water-soluble dyes do



You can even use ordinary



• • •



fairly inexpensive, so they're



•



good for experimenting.



a flammable solvent, store it properly.



Dyes are less hazardous



When a dye is mixed with



than many household clean



•



ers, but you will still need to



clothes, wash them separately.



If you get dye on your



per quart. In comparison, the particles in pigment stains would look like boulders. Pigments are suspended when in solution; dyes dis-



thoroughly wet. Wipe off the ing wet dye stain on wood for



the same. Fortunately, there is a simple solution to this. I flood the wood with clear wa ter after I have sanded to 180-grit. After the wood dries
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overnight, I knock down the raised grain wid1 220-grit



parts water). If you use pre



formulations to add a little life



fy the color. One problem



mixed hide glue, you'll have



to an otherwise dull stain. (To



with oil-soluble dyes is their



sandpaper. Once the grain



to dilute it as well. Once dry,



has been sanded flat, the



the size accepts the dye stain evenly. This only works with hide glue, d10ugh. I once



learn more about the uses of pigment and dye in stains, see



FWW



ble dyes will dissolve in com



wood. But I still keep a full



ruined a butternut desk by



mon shop solvents, like



trying white-glue size.



mineral spirits or VM&P naph



array of colors in my shop for tinting varnishes when I'm



tha, but they dissolve most



toning areas of furniture.



dye stain will not raise the grain again. Blotch-prone woods like cherry and pine don't fair any better with water-soluble dyes than they do with sol vent-based pigment stains. To minimize blotchiness, I sub stitute a hide-glue size for the



cus miz tain can



# 101, p. 66-69.) Oil-solu



lack of clarity. Because of their muddy look, I don't like to use oil-soluble dyes on raw



Oil-soluble dyes to es color



completely in lacquer thinner.



Most woodworkers have used



oil-soluble dye can be added



Alcohol-soluble dyes tint shellac, lacquer Comedian George Burns



Once dissolved in solvent,



gallons of oil-soluble dye



to linseed oil, Danish oil or



initial coat of clear water.



over d1e years and don't even



varnish to make a custom col



once asked a clothing-store



Make d1e glue size fairly di



know it. Pigment-stain manu



or. In solution, oil-soluble



clerk what the shrink-resistant



lute (by weight, I use one-part



facturers often include oil-sol uble aniline dyes in their stain



dyes can also be added to a can of pigment stain to modi-



label on socks meant. She



hide glue granules to nine-



replied, "The socks will shrink, but they really don't want to." The latest alcohol soluble dyes, touted as "fade-resistant," are some what analogous to this. I've



Dyes go deep but stillfade



found that most of these alcohol-soluble dyes will fade, but they really don't



Pigments tend to obscure wood's fme details. By contrast,



want to. They do have a



dyes are more transparent, which lets the wood show



place, though. Furniture re



through. Instead of muddying subtleties in figure, dyes en



storers like them for tinting



hance them, as shown in the photo at right.



shellacs and solvent-based



Even though dyes penetrate more than pigments, dyes



lacquers in touch-up work.



fade more. Fading is a form of photochemical degradation.



Alcohol-soluble dyes can be dissolved in methanol (wood alcohol) or ethanol (grain al cohol). I like ethanol because



Though ultraviolet light plays a part in fading, intense visi ble light is mainly responsible. Visible light is composed of seven colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.



Whi



it's the least toxic of the two.



te light is a



Alcohol-soluble dyes dry very



blend of all these colors. A red dye stain looks red be



rapidly, so they can leave lap



cause the dye absorbs the other colors and reflects



marks when brushed or



only the red.



wiped on. Spraying is really



Dyes are large, organic molecules primarily com posed of atoms of carbon, hydrogen , nitrogen and



Pigment (toP) vs. dye stain



oxygen. The arrangement of these atoms within each



the only acceptable way



to



apply them to large surfaces. Because most alcohol-soluble



molecule dictates how a dye responds to light.



dyes fade qUickly, I find litde



Quite often, enough light energy is absorbed by a dye



use for them in my shop.



molecule to initiate a photochemical reaction, which



gra



changed molecules usually are colorless. Because of this,



Nonin-raising dye stains save san g



the color becomes more dilute; therefore, the dyed wood



Dye stains that do not raise



changes the arrangement of its atoms. Photochemically



wood grain are called NGR



appears lighter-faded. Pigments produce color the same way as dyes, but they are more



(non-grain raising) stains. Al



in1m



une to fading.



though NGR stains are techni



Alcohol-soluble dyes fade the fastest. The alcohol-dyed



cally not a separate class of



half of the sample shown in the photo at right faded from



dye stains, many woodwork



a nice walnut color to swamp-green in less than two



ers view them as such. But



months under fluorescent lighting. Water-soluble dyes



here's the rub: Some brands



fade the least (see the unfaded portion of the photo at right). Oil-soluble dyes



fall



(the bad ones) are just oil-sol



somewhere in between.



uble dyes dissolved in sol vent. They give wood the bland look of oil-soluble



Even though the fading of dyes is inevitable, don't let it prevent you from using them.



If



you use a fade



dyes. Good brands of



resistant dye, your project should remain the same color for decades. -G.M.



din



Faded (top) vs. unfaded



GR



stains, like Behlen's Solar-Lux (see the sources of supply box on p. 76), are water-solu-
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ble or organic dyes that,



stain (which is often too red)



ink is not a dye, but rather a



usually lacks contrast be



through a chemical sleight



will cool the overall color to a



dispersion of very fine lamp



tween tl1e earlywood and



of hand, offer decent clarity



more natural cherry tone.



black pigment that imparts a



and penetration without mak



Conversely, dyes that are too



neutral gray tone to dye solu



latewood bands. I solve this problem by lay



ing the wood fuzzy. If you



blue can be warmed by adding orange dye. Color intensity (how light or dark a dye stain is) is con



tions. Incidentally, quarter sawn walnut stained with



ering a pigment stain over



drop some NGR stain in clear



India ink makes a decent sub



lowish-brown, water-soluble



stitute for ebony.



dye, seal it witl1 shellac (let it dry) and then wipe on wal



water and it dissolves, it's a good one.



GR stains made with wa ter-soluble dye still lack the depth of penetration of water dissolved dyes, so they look a little flat by comparison. There are rare occasions, though, when a water-soluble dye is impractical. Intricately carved areas, for example, can't be sanded easily after a water-soluble dye has raised the grain. For these situations, I'll use an NGR stain. I make my own by mixing concen trated powdered dye with hot water and then diluting the solution with lacquer retarder from James B. Day & Co. ( 1 Day Lane, Carpentersville, IL 601 10; 708-428-2651). A vol ume ratio of one-part dye so lution to three-parts retarder is about right.



Adjusting dye color to suit the w



ood



Customizing the color of a dye stain is easy. All dyes within a solvent class can be intermixed. For instance, any



trolled by the amount of sol vent in the dye solution. So if your dye stain is too light, just add more dye pow



a dye stain. I start with a yel



nut-colored pigment stain.



Special effects: layering, shading and toning



The shellac prevents the wal



Woods with large, open pores



nut stain from coloring tl1e



der. I add a little black India



like oak look a little strange



areas between tl1e grain lines.



ink to my dye stains when the



when stained with dye. The



But the pigment does color



standard color is a little too



areas between tl1e grain lines



the open pores. The result



bright and needs to be toned down a shade or two. India



color evenly, but tl1e open



looks like antique oak. The basic idea behind layer-



pores do not. Dyed oak



Use dyes forfinish touch ups. The author stains a sand through on a mahogany tabletop. After he applies an orange-red dye, he'll seal the repair with shellac. Once that's dry, he 'll wipe on the rosewood dye and seal it in preparation for a topcoat.



a



Giving wood new look To give butternut a rich, two tone look, dye the earlywood and latewood separately. With ringporous woods, coloring between grain lines is easy.



two water-soluble dyes can be mixed or layered to pro duce a third color (see the top photo at right). Likewise, col ors within the alcohol-soluble and oil-soluble families of dyes can be blended. Dye colors are not always consistent from one supplier to the next or even from one batch to another from the same company. Luckily, you can modify the color slightly by adding small amounts of liquid dye-tinting colors. I use Dayco brand (carried by James B. Day & Co. and most professional paint supply stores). You can also tint dye to get that special color you want. A dull-looking walnut can be livened up, for example, by adding a bit of red tint. Adding green to a cherry dye
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ing is to create distinct depths of color within the wood.



Dyes are greatfor special color effects. After building a case for his son 's electric gUitar, the author custom-finishes the lid. Suc cessive bands of color create a sunburst effect.



Highland Ave. N.E., Atlanta,



Layering different dye stains



GA 30306; 800-241 -6748). The rosewood dye gives the wood



produces an effect that can not be achieved any other



The topcoat of finish can even



way. Dye-layered finishes look particularly stunning on



be tinted to bring out other highlights. The timing of the



wooden instruments.



dye applications is critical to



a rich, reddish-brown hue.



One of my favorite layered



getting distinct layers. For in



finishes is for mahogany. I start by applying a bright yel



when the ground-stain looks



low dye stain to all surfaces.



dry but feels damp. The sec



This first layer, called a



ond dye does not penetrate as



stance, I apply the second dye



ground stain, highlights the



deeply as the first, so two lay



figure deep in the wood and



ers of color are formed.



evens the color of the sepa rate boards that make up a



are soluble in finishes. Oil-sol



piece. The next layer is a coat



uble dyes can tint oil finishes



of rosewood dye stain made by Clearwater Color Co.



and oil-based varnishes. Alco hol-soluble dyes can tint shel



(Highland Hardware, 1045 N.



As I mentioned, certain dyes



lac and lacquer. Water-soluble dyes and NGR stains can tint waterborne finishes. Because



Sources ofsupply H. Behlen & Bros., 4715 State Highway 30, Amsterdam, 12010; (518) 843-1380



NY



Furniture Care Supplies, 5505 Peachtree Road, Chamblee, GA 30341 ; (800) 451-0678 Garrett Wade Co. , 161 Ave. o f the Americas, New York, 10013; (800) 221-2942



NY



Homestead Finishing Products, 1 1929 Abbey Road, N. Royalton, OH 44133-2677; (216) 582-8929



Lee Valley Tools, 1 080 Morrison Drive, Ottawa, Ont., Canada, K2H-8K7; (800) 461-5053 (U.S.) Olde Mill Cabinet Shoppe, 1660 Camp Betty Washington Road, York, PA 17402; (717) 755-8884



-
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Watersoluble dyes
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.f
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The Woodworkers' Store, 4365 Willow Drive, Medina, MN 55340;



.f



(800) 279-4441



Woodworker's Supply, 1 108 N. Glenn Road, Casper, (800) 645-9292
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82601 ;



Oilsoluble dyes



.f
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NGR stain



.f .f



ing, are possible . Toning is applying a tinted finish to an entire piece to al ter the overall color slightly. Shading is more of a decora tive effect that's achieved by selectively applying a tinted finish to highlight areas of a piece. Shading the center of a tabletop darker than the



.f



edges, for example, gives the



.f



ing methods with different applicators. With small brush



.f .f .f



are transparent, two fancy techniques, toning and shad



table a worn, aged look. You can improve your dye



es, for example, you can color in areas of wood or add de tail, as shown in the bottom



.f



Woodcraft, 210 Wood County Industria.1 Park, Parkersburg, 26102; (800) 225-1 153



WV



A1coholsoluble dyes



-�--: �.�



all these dye-tinted finishes



.f



.f



photo on p. 75. With a spray gun, you can cover large areas or add zones of color (see the photo above). But the best advice for using dyes, no matter how you ap ply them, is to experiment with a dye stain on scrap until you're happy with the color. If you absolutely hate the results, don't despair. You can sponge on full-strength chlorine bleach, and tl1e color



.f .f



will disappear.



.f
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Chris Minick is a finishing chemist and a contributing editor to FWW. He works wood in Stillwater, Minn.
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Router Fixture Takes on Angled Tenons Versatile device ensures tightjoints every time by Edward Koizumi



W



e live in a turn-of-the-century Arts-and-Crafts house, so



cube with a back. Upon closer examination, I realized that the seat



it seemed quite natural to furnish it with pieces from that era. My wife bought a pair of Mission armchairs a cou ple of years ago to go with a 9-ft.-Iong cherry table I'd built for our



was slightly higher and wider in the front than in tl1e back. For the first time, I was faced with compound-angled joinery. I thought



dining room. Six months later, she bought two side chairs. It would



about dowels, biscuits and loose tenons, so I could keep the join ery simple, but I wasn't confident in the strength or longevity of



be a while before we could afford a full set. Within earshot of my



these methods.



wife, I heard myself say, "How hard could it be to make these?"



I



wanted good, old-fashioned, dependable mortise-and-tenon



"Oh, could you?" she asked.



joints. After some thought, I decided an adjustable router fIXtUre



"Sure," I said. The chairs looked straightforward enough, just a



would be the simplest solution that would let me make tenons of



Bottom photo: Boyd Hagen
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Tenon-routing fixture for compound angles This fixture, adjustable in two planes, is designed to let you rout compound-angled tenons consistently and accurately. The tenons can be either squared or rounded, depending on which guide frame you use (right).



Guide frames
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Reference line Tabletop



let you adjust guide frames for a range of tenon widths.



Recess provides screw clearance.



�



Turn button for dust collector.



Trunnion assembly



Work platen



rod, %Pivot in . dia ., 16 in. long



Cork facing



/�



Work clamp slides onto clamping studs.



Pivot support



Miter bar clamp



'---- Miter bar Front



Angle scale taped here



widely varying sizes and angles (see the photos on p. 77). The fixttlre I came up with is as easy to set up as a tablesaw. In fact, there are some similarities (see the drawing above). The work piece is held below a tabletop in a trunnion-type assembly that ad justs the tilt angle (see the bottom photo on p. 77). For compound angles, a miter bar rotates the workpiece in the other plane. The fixture can handle stock up to 2 in. thick and 5 in. wide (at 0°_0°) and angles up to 25° in one plane and 20° in the other. This is suf ficient for chairs, which seldom have angles more than 5
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0.



To guide the router during the cut, I clamp a guide frame to the



fixtu



re over the window in the tabletop (more on positioning it lat er). And I plunge rout around the tenon on the end of the work



piece. The gUide frame determines the tenon's width and length, as well as whether the ends will be square or round (see the pho to on p. 81). I made two frames, both adjustable, one for round cornered tenons, the other for square tenons. The fIXture and guide frames took me just over a day to make, once I'd figured out the design. Then I spent about an hour align-



Drawings: Heather



Lamben



nestled between two pivot supports. Between the two arcs is a



Angles in one plane (side view)



work platen, or surface, against which I clamp the component to be tenoned. There are other parts, but basically, the fixture is just a table to slide tl1e router on and a movable platen to mount the



Register bar



workpiece on.



�



I built the fixture from the inside out, beginning witl1 the work platen (see the drawing on the facing page). Because I didn't have any means of boring a 10-in.-long hole for the threaded rod on which the arcs pivot, I dadoed a slot in the platen and then glued in a filler strip. Next I located, center punched and drilled tl1e holes for the T-nuts and retaining nuts that hold the clamping studs in place. Center punching ensures that the holes are exactly where they're supposed to be, which is important for a fiJ... 1:Ure that's go



Workpiece



ing to be used over and over again. I center-punched tl1e location for every hole in this fixture before drilling.



Fors; e angledmpltenons,



a trunnion-like assembly allows the workpiece to be tilted in one plane.



Mirror, hot-glued in place



-----



Index pin



Miter bar



(and the pivot supports) with a compass, bandsawed and sanded the arcs, and drilled a hole for the pivot rod through the pair. I glued and screwed the arcs to the platen. After giving the glue an hour or so to set, I tapped the T-nuts into the back of the work plat en, screwed in the clamping studs and twisted on retaining nuts, which I tightened with a socket and a pair of pliers. I made the pivot supports next. Then I cut a piece of threaded



� �



rod 16 in. long and deburred its ends with a mill file. I slipped the threaded rod through the pivot supports, arcs and work platen, capped it at both ends with a nut and washer, and made and at tached the arc clamps (see the top drawing at left).



Compound angles (front view)



Guide frame



Before attaching the clamping studs to the work platen, I made the arcs, which go on tl1e sides of the work platen. I laid out the arcs



Then came the tabletop.



I l/S



cut it to size, cut a window in it and



marked reference lines every



\ clamp



Move miter-bar clamp down to get full swing of miter bar.



For compound angl ed tenons,



the miter bar positions the workpiece at an angle in a second plane.



in. along the front edge for the first 2 in. With the tabletop upside down on a pair of sawhorses, I put the trunnion assembly upside down on the underside of the table top. Then I positioned the front of the pivot supports against the front edge of the tabletop and made sure the work platen was pre cisely parallel to the front edge and centered left to right. That done, I drilled and countersunk holes for connecting screws through the tabletop into the pivot supports. I glued and screwed the pivot supports to the tabletop. Then it was time to make the miter bar, miter-bar clamp and the work clamp (see the drawings at left). The mirror on the miter-bar clamp makes it easy to read the angle scale from above. I faced the work clamp with cork to prevent marring workpieces and coun terbored it to take up the release springs. The release springs are a nice touch. They exert a slight outward pressure on the work clamp, causing it to move away from the platen when loosening the knobs to remove a workpiece.



The guide frames-Now for the gUide frames, which clamp to the tabletop and limit the travel of the router. I made the frames adjustable lengthWise to handle a variety of tenoning sittlations. But their width is fixed. To determine the width of the frames, I added together the desired tenon width, the diameter of the bit I was using and the diameter of the router base. If your plunge router doesn't have a round base, you should either make one



ing the fixture and making test tenons in preparation for routing the tenons on the chair parts. The fIXture worked just as planned and allowed this relatively inexperienced woodworker to pro



from acrylic or polycarbonate (you can cut it with a circle-cutting jig on a bandsaw), or buy an aftermarket version. I screwed the



duce eight chairs that match the originals perfectly.



router bit, for example). I marked a centerline along the length of



akin



M



g the



fixture



and guide



fram



es



The fixture is simple to build. It consists of only two main parts, the trunnion assembly and the tabletop. The trunnion assembly (see the drawing on the facing page) is essentially a pair of arcs



frame together in case I need to alter the opening later (for a new the frame on both ends.



gnm



Initial ali ent Before I could use the fixture, I had to get everyiliing in proper alignment and put some angle scales on it. I printed out some an-
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SETTING UP FOR ANGLED TENONS



gle scales from my personal computer and taped them to my fix ture with double-faced tape. But a protractor and bevel gauge al so will work just fine to create angle scales for both the tilt angle and the miter angle. To align the parts of the fixture, I flipped it upside down on the end of my bench and clamped it there. I used a framing square to set both the work platen and the miter bar at 90 ° , sticking the blade of the square up through the window of the tabletop and resting the tongue of the square flush against the inverted face of the tabletop. Then I stuck the angle scales on the two pivot sup ports and on the bottom of the work platen.



Routing test tenons



Mark out the tenon on a test piece. The test piece should be the same thickness and width as the actual components, but length isn 't important.



Make the workpiece flush with the tabletop. The author uses a piece of milled steel, but the edge of a 6-in. ruler would work as well.



ext I routed test tenons with the fixture set at 0°_0 ° . I positioned the guide frame parallel to the front edge and centered on the win dow in the tabletop and clamped it to the fixture. I clamped a test piece the same thickness and width as the actual component in the fIxture, with one end flush with the top surface of the tabletop. To do this, I brought the test piece up so that it just touched a flat bar lying across the window (see the near left photo). I set my plunge router for the correct depth and routed the tenon clock wise to prevent tearout. I made a test mortise using the same bit I planned to use for the mortises in the chair. The fIt wasn't quite right. So I adjusted and shimmed the frame until the tenon fIt perfectly. If you rout away too much material and end up with a sloppy tenon on your test piece, you can just lop off the end and start over. Once I had a tenon that was dead-on, I made an acetate pattern that a llowed me to position the guide frame accurately for all tenons of the same size, regardless of the angle. I cut a heavy sheet of acetate (available at most art-supply stores) so that it would just fIt into the guide-frame opening. I marked a centerline along the length of the acetate that lines up with the centerline down both ends of the guide frames. I also indicated which end was up and where the acetate registered against tlle guide frame. Then I put the test piece with the perfectly fitted tenon back into tlle fixture, laid the acetate into the opening in the guide frame and traced around the perimeter of the tenon end using a fine-tip permanent marker.



Routing angled tenons



Make a pattertl. An outline of the tenon traced on acetate helps align the gUideframefor cutting any tenons of the same size. 80
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With the pattern, routing angled tenons is pretty straightforward. I crosscut the ends of all the pieces I was tenoning at the appropri ate angles and marked out the first tenon of each type on two ad jacent sides, taking the angles off a set of full-scale plans. Then I extended the lines up and across the end of the workpiece (see the top left photo). Having set the fixture to the correct angles, I brought the work piece flush with tlle tabletop using a flat piece of steel as a refer ence (see the top right photo). Then I clamped the workpiece in place. Finally, I set the acetate pattern in tlle guide-frame opening and positioned the guide frame so that tlle pattern and the marked tenon were perfectly aligned (see tlle photo at left). With the guide frame clamped in place, I removed the acetate and routed that tenon. All other identical tenons needed only to be flushed up and routed. After the first, it was quick work. There are pitfalls though. I found it important to chalk orienta tion marks on each workpiece. It can get confusing with two an gles, each witll two possible directions. And I had to be especially careful when routing the second end of a component. Make sure it's oriented correctly relative to the first. I messed up a couple of times and have learned to plan for mistakes by milling extra parts and test pieces. You might even end up Witll an extra chair.



Phmos except where nmed: Vincem l..a urence



Guideframe determines thickness and width of tenons. The author· keeps the muter's base against the inner edges ofthe guide frame and routs clockwise to prevent tearout. Guide frames can produce round-cornered or square-cornered tenons.



To get flat surfaces on curved parts so I could clamp them in the fixture, I saved the complementary offcuts and taped them to the piece I was tenoning. Or I could have tenoned first and band sawed the curves later. For pieces with shoulders wider than the bit I 'm using remove waste, I clamp a straight piece of wood-a register bar-against the guide frame (a small pocket for screw clearance may need to be made), as shown in the drawing on p. 78. That way I can rout most of the tenon, unclamp the guide frame, slide it forward (us ing the reference lines at the forward end of the tabletop to keep it parallel), clamp it down and then rout the remainder. I stan the next piece in the same place and return the guide frame to the original position to finish the tenon.



to
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Edward Koizumi is a professional model maker in Oak Park,



Ill.



Set correctly, the fixture will yield tight joints, whether the tenons are straight, angled or compound-angled. Here, the author tests the fit of a seat-rail tenon into a leg mortise. September/October 1995
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No-Hassle Panel Handling Moving and storing sheet goods doesn't have to be backbreaking labor



W



hen you need big, flat panels that are stable, smooth and



ready to be cut, you just can't beat sheet goods. But moving plywood, melamine or medium-density fiberboard



(MDF) is a backbreaker. A single 4x8 sheet of %-in. MDF weighs almost 90 lbs., and it's terribly awkward to maneuver, espe cially by yourself. I used to think that schlepping panels by hand was a necessary evil in my cabinet making business. Like many small-shop owners, I didn't have the space or the bud



by Skip Lauderbaugh



get for material-handling equipment like a forklift. I stored panels near my saw in a stack. But it seemed whichever panel I wanted was always buried at the bottom of the pile. The day I needed a panel that was under 30 sheets of melamine, I just knew there had to be a better way. It was time to stand back and analyze
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Photos, Alec Waters



1.



Plalform is at a comfort able heightfor unloading. The author slides plywood from his truck to the platform and tilts the panels up to the stack. He doesn 't have to lift thefull sheet.



2.



Bolsters let you leaf through sheet goods. When sorting through panels, two bolsters act like bu,ttresses to support sheets at thefront of the stack.. The bolsters adjust by sliding and locking in tracks in the top of the plat form (below). An overhead rack holds small cutoffs.



my entire panel-handling process-from unloading the truck to pushing panels through the saw. My goal was to devise a way for one person to unload, store, sort and move panels to the saw, using the least possible effort. So I came up with a storage system built around a low platform.



rag



Panel-sto e system saves labor, space and



-



tim



e



When I began studying how I had been moving sheet goods, I realized how ineffi cient I'd been. So I designed a panel-stor age system to achieve five basic objectives: proVide easy access to panels minimize lifting of entire sheets work at safe, comfortable positions organize panel cutoffs make the most of my floor space At the heart of the panel-handling system is a 4-ft. by lO-ft. platform. The top of the



• •• ••



3.



The right space between sheets and the saw After the author selects a panel, he pulls it endfirstfrom the stack. The platform is 6ft. from his saw so that both ends ofthe sheet can be supported.



4.



Panel supported at start of cut-The placement of the platform allows easy access to the saw and enables one person to move and cutpanels. Leaving thefront edge on the saw, the authorfeeds a panel into the blade by holding the unsupported back corner. September/October 1995
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platform is 24 in. above the floor, which is easy on the back for those rare times that I have to lift an entire sheet. The top is also at the right height for sliding sheets directly off the tailgate of my truck. And by stand ing on the platform, can leaf through pan els or reach up to my overhead cutoff rack. Connected to the top are two panel sup ports ( I call them bolsters) that slide in tracks. The bolsters can be removed for loading panels or adjusted to fit the stack of sheets as it grows or shrinks. I store panels with the long edges on the platform and the faces leaning against the wall. To sort through the stack, I lean un wanted panels against the bolsters and leaf through the rest like pages in a book. The end of the platform is 6 from tile front of my saw, providing plenty of cutting room. But I can still rest an end of a sheet eitller on the saw table or on the platform. To maximize floor space, built two low as sembly tables that roll under the platform.



I



ft.



I



uffl



The no-sweat panel sh Stored sheets are easier to lift- When the author has to carry a full sheet (toP), he lifts it upright to keep his back straight. A cutout gives his hand clearance to grab the sheet's lower edge.



Drawers make use offloor space-A two-part assembly table rolls under the platform when not in use. Aligned by bis cuits and clamped together, the table has slide-out bins in back (bottom).



e



The beauty of the panel-handling system is that I almost never have to lift a full sheet. I either slide the panel or lift only one end. Photos 1 to 4 on pp. 82-83 show my typical panel-moving sequence. If I do have to lift a sheet off the platform, a cutout makes it easy (see the top photos). There are only four elements in my pan el-storage system: the platform, the bol sters, the cutoff racks and the assembly tables. I'll briefly explain how built the platform, but I'll leave the specific mea surements and details up to you. If you don't have headroom for overhead racks, for example, you can mount them some where else.



I



The plaiform-The platform must be sturdy and big enough to hold 4x8 sheets. I designed tile framework so I ' d get the most storage area from the dead space un derneath. I used 4x4s and 2x4s for the frame and secured it to a 1O-ft.-Iong ledger I bolted to the wall. I anchored each leg of tile platform to the floor. The top of the platform has a pair of grooves running across the width, which serve as tracks for the adjustable bolsters. I bored 7/s-in.-dia. holes in the grooves every 6 in. to register tile bolsters (the bol sters have alignment pins on the bottom) at various preset positions. And I sleeved the holes with short pieces of Schedule 40 PVC pipe to keep the holes from wearing and to keep the pins clean. let in and epoxied l/s-in.-thick steel bars along both edges of the grooves to create lips to secure the bolsters (see the far right



I



%



photo on p. 83). The bars protrude in. into the groove, leaving a %-in. gap be tween the bars. The top of the platform %-in. plywood covered by 1/4-in. tempered hardboard-is screwed to the frame. On the wall behind the platform, I attached a V2-in. sheet of particleboard, so the panels have a flat surface to lean against.



The adjustable bolsters-The bolsters measure 32 in. tall and are 9 in. wide at the bottom, tapering to 2 i n . at the top. The cores are made of solid wood with %-in. plywood gussets glued and screwed to the sides. At the bottom of each bolster are two pins. One pin is a 1/2-in. carriage bolt that fits into the track holes to align the bolster; tile otller pin, also a V2-in. carriage bolt, is inverted and has a I -in. flat washer under the head. This pin prevents uplift on the toe of the bolster as sheets are loaded against it. The pins are height adjustable, so they engage both the holes and the lips of the track. Adjust the pins so they fit snugly in the tracks. Then carefully lean sheets against the bolsters to make sure tlley'll hold. You don't want a stack of sheets to crash against your legs later.



The cutoff racks-Because I have a nice high ceiling, I made a rack above tile plat form for various sized cutoffs. The over head rack is divided into three sections. The left section holds I 2-in.-wide pieces, the center I8-in.-wide pieces and tile right 24-in.-wide cutoffs. I located the bottom edge of the rack 62 in. above the platform to allow for 5-ft.-wide sheets and metric sized plywood on the platform. The rack is attached to a ledger bolted to the wall. To the right of my platform is a storage rack that I use for wide cutoffs and long rip pings. I can also use this area to store full panels vertically. The roll-out assembly tables-The space underneath tile platform was the perfect place for storage-drawer units that also serve as cabinet-assembly tables. The two units are on wheels. They can be joined to gether to make one large surface, and when bOtll tables are rolled under the plat form, four drawers face out (see the bot tom photos at left). I keep fasteners and hardware in tllese. When I pull the tables out, there are plastic crates in the back where I store power tools. The crates slide out on pull-out shelves.
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Skip Lauderbaugh is a sales representative for Blum hardware and a college wood working instructor. His shop is in Costa Mesa, Calif.



iron hinges and knobs. Likewise, high-end furniture is no place



et engages and holds the door closed. Then, when tapped or



for plastic-encased magnets or for steel touch latches that are



touched, the ratchet releases, and the spring mechanism pushes



stamped out by the carload.



the door open. Unlike a mechanical latch, a magnetic touch latch



Catches have functional as well as aesthetic differences, and some catches work better than others on certain kinds of doors. And like eve



rythi



ng else, door catches vary in price. Their cost in



relation to a piece of furniture is very small, though, so it makes sense to choose exactly the right one. To help you sort through some of the choices, I have taken a look at a dozen of the most popular door catches. They include commercially available catches and locks (see the sources of sup ply box on p. 88), as well as mechanisms built in the shop. In ad dition to trying these different catches for single doors, I've also found some interesting ways to keep double doors closed, espe cially in those difficult situations where there is no center divider between the doors.



Magnetic catches Magnetic catches come in a variety of sizes and shapes and can be used for single or double doors. For large doors, magnetic catch es often are used in pairs-at the top and bottom of the door. Most (see the photo above) uses a magnet on the end of a spring-loaded plunger. Both types require door and the doorstop.



'Is '14 in. to



in. of clearance between the



I find these latches gimmicky. I use them only on doors that don't get much use, such as secret-compartment panels, because they tend to wear out faster than other types of catches.



Bullet catches Bullet catches (see the drawing and the photo below) should be used at the top and bottom of doors. These catches have a few drawbacks. They require fine-tuning, they're sensitive to any sea-



� Strike � �Jt:: ::::::...Ii � � Bullet b � Door



magnetic catches are housed in plastic, which I find objectionable for high-end work. However, there are some small, round mag nets (see the photos above) that mount in holes drilled directly into a door stop or a fixed shelf. This neat installation is more ap



J



Case frame



�



propriate for better-quality cabinets. Nevertheless, I still don't care for magnetic latches. They're generally ugly, they sound clunky and they can be difficult to fine-tune for just the right amount of holding power.



Touch latches



sonal changes in the dimensions of the door, and they can't han dle warps in the door very well. Even so, they are among my favorite catches because they're unobtrusive and work so well



Touch latches, both mechanical and magnetic, are used most often on kitchen and bathroom cabinets. They also can be used for shop and office furniture. Mechanical touch latches operate with a ratchet and a spring mechanism. When closing the door, the ratch-
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when adjusted correctly. Bullet catches made by Brusso are un doubtedly the best. They are the only ones that have a groove in the strike (or keep) to allow the door to move seasonally. Most other bullet catches have a dimple in tl1e strike, which doesn't al-



Photos except where noted: Boyd Hagen



low any seasonal door movement. It is standard procedure to



shim that will draw the door tighter as the spinner closes. Thin



mount the bullets in the case frames and the strikes on the top and



plastic washers between the spinner and door and the knob



bottom of the door stile. This way, the bullets wear grooves on the



shoulder and door virtually eliminate friction.



inside edges of the door as opposed to the outside edges of the case frame where they would be visible. Nothing sounds better than the click of a well-adjusted bullet catch. But these closures can be difficult to adjust and only should



Double-ball catches



be used on small to mid-sized, perfectly flat doors because of their



A variation of the bullet catch is the double-ball catch (see the photo below). This two-part catch consists of a contoured metal strike that pops between a pair of spring-loaded ball bearings.



limited holding power. Bullets are appropriate for contemporary furniture as well as shop and office use.



Spinners Spinners, also called turn buttons or button latches, have a wide range of applications. There are two basic types: exterior and inte rior. They are low-tech, Virtually foolproof and work well in keep-



This is a relatively recent innovation that permits some door movement, allows the holding power to be adjusted and keeps doors from sagging in the closed position.



A word of warning when using double-ball catches: Never mount them in a horizontal position when using solid-wood doors. When mounted vertically, the strike can slide side to side
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between the two ball bearings, providing ment. However, because there is only



in. to



3fs



in. of move



in. or so between the



strike and the ball housings, mounting this catch horizontally al lows for no door movement. Double-ball catches can be particu larly difficult to install on Single-door cabinets, but they're well-suited to high-end furniture because the holding power can be adjusted for just the right feel when opening the door.



ing slightly warped doors closed.



An1 1/4



photo) consists of a small (usually



exterior spinner (see the top in. to 2 in. long) bar with a



Key locks



hole in the center to take a screw. Spinners are mounted on the face



Standard key locks (see the photo below) also can be used to



frame next to the door stile. In the horizontal position, the spinner



keep doors closed, with or without any other kind of catch. These



holds the door closed. Turned vertically, the door can be opened.



are most appropriate for little-used doors requiring extra security,



Commercially made spinners usually are brass. Shopmade models can be made of wood. Victorian spinners often had brass backing plates to eliminate wear. Simple spinners are great for shop cabi nets; more elaborate versions suit certain period pieces. Interior spinners (see the bottom photos above) work on the same principle, but they are attached inside the door to the shaft of the door knob. Brass knobs have metal spinners threaded onto the shaft and usually locked in place with a small screw. Wooden knobs have shop made spinners, usually oval in shape, which are pinned or screwed to the shaft to prevent them from slipping. Cabinets with full face frames are ideal for spinners because the spinner can catch directly behind the frame. Cabinets without face frames require a small groove in the cabinet side for the spin ner to lock into. If there is any play between spinner and face frame (or spinner and groove), you can glue in a small tapered
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because the key must be used each time to open and close the



Library catches-Another approach to latching double doors is



door. Either full- or half-mortise locks can be used. If I go to the



a library catch (see the drawing and photo below). This unusual



trouble of installing a key lock, I use a good one-a three-, four- or even six-lever or tumbler lock. The cheap, single-lever locks aren't



piece of hardware is simple to use once it is properly mortised in to the cabinet. It consists of a baseplate with a spring-loaded lever



worth the effort to install because they can be opened with just a



below. When both doors are closed, the right (or active) door



piece of bent wire. On the positive side, a key lock is an attractive



forces a rod down, pushing another rod on the opposite side of



visual touch on a cabinet; the downside is that they take time and



the lever up into the left (fixed) door. The left door remains fixed



patience to install correctly.



Closing double doors



Right active door



Left fixed door



Double doors with a center divider can be treated just like single doors. When no divider (or fIxed shelf) is present, keeping double doors closed becomes more challenging. The fIrst and easiest



Baseplate



Case frame



Spring-loaded lever



choice for inset doors is bullet catches because the catches are mounted above and below the doors and don't need to grab a fIxed divider to work.



only as long as the right door is closed. As soon as the right door



Another approach I often use is to anchor or fix one door (usu



is opened, the spring retracts the rod and releases the fixed door.



ally the left one) in place. Then I use it to incorporate one of the



To hold the right door closed, use one of the catches suitable for



catches mentioned in this article to keep the second door closed.



single doors.



How do you anchor a door? There are three simple and readily



For medium and large cabinet doors, a library catch should be installed top and bottom. Clearances above and below the door



avaiJable pieces of hardware tl1at can be used. One of the easiest



3/16



to install is a surface-mounted elbow catch (see the photo above)



must be kept to less than



that is screwed to the inside of the door, either at the top, bottom



door. Library catches are a relatively new type of closure that I've used only a few times. Both my customers and I have been pleased with the results.



or under a fixed shelf. Available in a variety of qualities, these catches can suit everything from a shop-grade cabinet to really



in., or tl1e rods will not engage the



0



high-end work. Another option for anchoring a door is a pair of surface-mount ed sliding bolts screwed to the inside of the door, one at the top and the other at the bottom. Holes need to be drilled into the top door stop and into the bottom shelf-door stop for the bolt barrel. Brass plates mortised into the front edges of the stops make a neat, clean installation. Surface bolts should be sized appropriately for the door. I like solid-brass bolts, even on high-end cabinets. The third method is a little more costly and time-consuming, but



Chris Becksvoort builds custom furn iture in New Gloucester, Maine, and is a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking.



Sources ofsupply_______ I've used the following companies and found they offer good-quality products and excellent service. There are plenty of other sources for quality hardware as well (see # 1 l 2 , pp. 68-73).



FWW



looks more elegant. Flush bolts are mortised into the top and bot tom edges of the door stiles. Then latching holes are drilled into



Larry



the case top and bottom. For solid doors, these holes actually



Garrett Wade Inc., 161 Avenue of the Americas, New York,



should be elongated slots to allow for door movement. I would



(800) 221-2942



use these closures only on top-end cabinets because installation is labor intensive. Once one door can be locked in place (I usually pick the left one), it can be treated more or less like a divider. I often use an in terior wooden spinner on the knob of the other door.
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& Faye Brusso Co., 4865 Highland Road, Suite ], Waterford, MI



48328; (810) 674-8458



Whi



techape1 Ltd. , PO Box 136, Wilson,



WY



NY



10013;



83014; (800) 468-5534



The Woodworkers' Store, 2 1801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, MN 55374; (800) 279-4441



Woodworker's Supply, Inc., 1 108 N. Glenn Road, Casper, (800) 645-9292



WY



82601 ;



Handworkfor the details. Muir uses rasps, files, rifflers and sandpaper to create details likefacialfeatures andfabricfolds.



T



Bryce the Toy Maker Sculptural toys aren't typicalplaythings by Ken Textor



he "toys" of Bryce Muir often begin with a phone call. After some pleasantries, the conversation goes something like this: "Yes, what did you have in mind?" Muir asks. "Well, I'm not really sure, but he loves skiing," the caller says. "Yes, he loves skiing and Smitty. That's our black Labrador. The two of them are almost inseparable." "Hmm," Muir muses. The project begins to materialize. "How about a black Lab on skis?" Muir sees a dog in ebony or black walnut with some wildly grained cocobo10 for the downhill skis. The poles could be curly maple or purpleheart. "Does he have a favorite piece of clothing, something he wears all the time?" Muir asks. "Oh yes," the caller says, "a red and white checked vest. He's a little on the thin side, and he thinks the vest makes him look bigger." Muir now sees tl1at the Lab will have to be wearing a checked vest-padauk and Osage orange glued together in a crisscrossing pattern. Muir doesn't use paint or stain, on ly the woods' natural hues. "I never really planned to go into this business," says Muir.
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At first, Muir didn't see toy



became Bryce the Toy Maker



ed a part-time teaching job



sculpting as a means of mak



and an opportunity to gain



ing a living. While Peggy con



and never looked back. Today, living in the small



tinued her doctoral studies, he



Maine town of Bowdoinham,



land, Canada, Muir packed up his tools and headed north.



worked as a fisherman, boat builder, organic farmer and



Muir continues to make his



"It sort of just evolved." He began carving wood in the



Newfoundland proVided a



sometime carpenter. In his spare time, he still made toys,



early 1970s. He had been re



woods for Muir. Its capital



but they became increasingly



cently discharged from the



city, St. John, was a busy port where ships were often re



complex. People were willing to spend more and more on



mechanical toy. A toy will cost



paired. One common repair



them, and it was becoming



between $500 and $2,000.



fast approaching and presents



was replacing drive-shaft



obvious which occupation



Muir's tools are basic. He



for nieces and nephews were



bearings. These were usually



was paying the bills. With a



needed. Money for groceries



young son to consider, Muir



still held top priority, so Muir



made of lignum vitae, a dense, oily tropical wood.



usually starts a piece with some rough bandsaw work.



decided to make toys instead



"Just walking along the



of buying them. Those first toys were mostly



of this really hard wood all



her doctorate in



Navy and his wife was a grad uate student. Christmas was



trains, planes and fire engines. But Muir also included a few train engineers, pilots and firemen. Acquaintances saw



ewfound



unique source of unusual



beaches, I'd find huge chunks over," Muir recalls. "So I carved a lot of lignum." His beachcombing brought



his creations and asked if he



him other exotic woods, pieces of packing crates from



could make something for



Malaysia, barrels from



them. A business was born.



Botswana and the like. Often



For the next three years, he



Muir didn't know what wood



sold his work on the street



he was carving. But if it had



corners of Providence, R.I.



interesting grain, color or



"The plays on words were the most popular for a while,"



natural shape, he usually could think of something to



Muir recalls. For instance, he would carve a pig driving a



do with it. He made lots of seals, boats and poor fisher



farmer's tractor through a



men wrapped up in wads of



fence and get A Crashing Boar. Most sold as fast as Muir



winter clothing. Some pieces



could make them.



ended up in the province's art



When his wife, Peggy, land-
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were so impressive they gallery in St. John.



living creating toys for adults. He'll take about 10 days to create something like the black Lab on skis and up to a month for a very complicated



Confessions of a toy maker



by Bryce Muir



Woodworkers rarely talk about their secret compulsion to create in wood. We tend to justify what we do in pragmatic terms: "It's an honest living; I'm doing quality work; at least I'm indepen dent." But carving wood for a living doesn't make economic sense. And when you persist in irrational behavior for years, sooner or later you start questioning your motives. M g wooden toys is the only work that has completely con sumed me. On the good days, something magic happens. I sense a spirit moving through the work. I may pretend the woodwork ing is all business, but I know that it's a spiritual practice. This is uncomfortable talk for a hardheaded woodworker. Let's talk about sharpening techniques or something else instead. But we deny the spiritual potential of our work, we shortchange ourselves. Even the mundane tasks (like sharpening our tools) are symbolic rituals. Once we accept that, it's hard to keep the mag ic out. Now, about dressing that grinding wheel . . . .



akin



if



0



Bryce Muir works his magic in BowdOinham, Maine.



Photos: Vincent Laurence



Pegasus Flies Away_



Typical ofMuir's toys, this winged horse moves. Pulling on cords thatpass through the horse 's torso simulatesflight.



Other power tools include a miniature lathe, a benchtop drill press, a Dremel tool and a homemade sanding/grind ing wheel that runs on an old washing-machine motor. Muir runs this last machine like a maestro conducting a



Muir details the toys using files, rasps, rifflers and hand sanding (see the photo at



symphony orchestra, using



right on p. 89). He doesn't



either a revolving drum or a disc depending on the de



sand the toys too finely, stop ping at lOO-grit sandpaper on



plastic finishes, he and his



gates again. " It took me al



sired effect. Years of practice



most woods. "I like my por



customers prefer to feel the



most a month to perfect that



have taught him just the right



traits to have a tactile side. I



wood as well as see it. He fin



one," Muir says.



amount of pressure to apply



don't like them too smooth,"



ishes his creations with min



to various wood species.



he says. In an age of smooth,



eral oil and wax only. He glues the toys together



Lately, Muir's work has been moving to more traditional wood sculptures of what he



with epoxy and uses small



calls archetypal subjects (see



diameter dowels at critical



the photos above). A recent project for a sailor was a set of



stress points. Muir gives his customers a lifetime guaran



raised-relief sculptures depict



tee for his carvings, so he



ing the faces of the wind



builds them to withstand the



through the four seasons.



worst treatment. "After all," he



But Muir hasn't lost his



notes, "my first customers



sense of humor. "When I find



were children."



myself getting too serious, I



Most of the toys have mov



do some lawn ornaments,"



ing parts. One of his most



he says. Plywood pink



challenging pieces was for a



flamingos and a young Elvis



bartender who had an affinity



Presley adorn the lawn of



for racehorses. Muir built a toy that could be strung from the bar's ceiling and operated by a hand crank. Turn the crank, and two horses with riders burst from their gates and gallop across the air on strings. Reverse the crank, and they gallop backward into the



Muir's Victorian house. There are even a few misguided ply wood sea ducks in the lilacs out back. "They keep me



0



company," he says.



is



Ken Textor a writer, boat builder and sailor in Arrowsic, Maine. September/October 1995
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Franklin t!!2! Hardware East Second Frankl i n , VA Avenue



Woodworking Clamps The world's largest



115



selection



23851



of toggle



Toll Free 800-662-0004



clamps, available



Fax (804) 562-2577 Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express. Prices Good While Supplies Last. Free Freight in Continental USA, Error Subject to Correction. Mail Order Hours: M-F 8:00 - 6:00 EST Sat 8:00 - 5 00 EST



PORTER +[ABLE



332 Random Orbit Sander (PSA) 333 Random Orbit Sander (Hook & Loop) 352V5 3x21 Belt Sander 98535 1 2V 3/8" Cordless Drill Kit 690 1 -112 HP Router with Edge Guide 693 1 -112 HP Plunge Router 556 Plate Joiner 7 3 1 0 Laminate Trimmer 7700 1 0" Miter Saw wlLaser Loc 340 1 /4 Sheet Sander 73333 Dust Collection Kit 347 Circular Saw with Case 7539 3-114 H P VS Plunge Router 444 Profile Sander 9 444 Profile Sander Kit



�liA t-3/32" -1 -9/16"



0241 SK 18 gao Brad Nailer Kit 0250SK 1 8 gao Brad Nailer Kit 5/8"-2" 0565T 1 4& 1 5 Angle Finish N a i l 1 "-2-1/2" 8290 Framing Nailer 8d-16d (uses Full Round Head Nails) AT 550 P 4 gal. Air Compo AT 550 S 1 gal. Air Compo AT 550 T 2x2 Air Compo



RYOal. BT3000 1 0 " 055450 8-8-11//22"" T55200 T55220 AP12 12-5/16" n 1 0 " JM1T5254 0 0K 051000 Panasonic·



Bench Top Saw 5C162V5 Variable Speed Scroll Saw Oscillating Spindle Sander Sliding Compound Miter Saw Sliding Compound Miter Saw P recisio Surface Planer JP155 JOiner Planer Super Miter Saw Biscuit Jointer wlcase Detail Sander



EY6207EQK 1 2V 1/2" Drill Kit EY6181 CRKW 9.6V Compact Drill Kit w/2 Bali. EY6100CRKW 1 2V Drill Kit w/2 Batt. EY61 00CQKW 1 2V Drill Kit with 1 5 min. charger EY61 00EQK 1 2V Drill Kit EY61 00EQKW 1 2V Drill Kit w/2 Batt.
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White Plains, NY



FAST PRICE QUOTE!



1946-43779 914/946248send $2 32-page 0603 We Ship Nationwide! Phone 9 1 4 FAX



for our color catalog Ferris Ave, White Ptains NY 1



Stice through har ds up to 1 2" thick with the cleanest, easiest cuts your bandsaw has ever delivered. Wood Slicer· blades feature individually filed, precision set teeth which Bfe bombarded with titanium carbide impulse hardened to stay sharp 3 times longer than ordinary blades. Carbon-manganese spring steel blade stock is thinner and stronger, allowing high tension while wasting less wood and requiring less power from your saw. StattHlf-the-art welds Bre unconditionally guaranteed against breakage. Half-inch $29,953-tooth design is ideal for resawing and ripping any wood up to your saw's maximlM11 capacity. 72" (Shopsmith), 73- (Inca), (Sears), 93-1/2" (Delta 141, or 104-3/4· (Delta 1 4" with riser block).



and



(standardso·�ths) Specify ot ond ,.,d "'l1 t h : custO������::-6 weekS��



-Achaddrge$3.wi95thperin 50ordestartsehsi.pping Atlanta, GAHighl30306and Ave.(404, Dept) . 4466 READER SERVICE �, � AN ECONOMICAL WAY \��. 6� TO SPRAY: r,"�O 1045



F107



N.
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STAINS



Now you have the quality and performance of wide belt sanding at a fraction of the cost!



$1 84 $189 $195 $225



No lightweight aluminum here to flex or bend . . . this is serious, heavy - weight , commercial-duty equipment designed for years of precision sanding, Woodmaster's 26-in. and 38-in. single and dual drum sanders can turn out perfectly flat, glass-smooth surfaces that look better and finish more evenly than any you could do by hand. Better yet, these affordable sanders cut sanding time by up to 90%! Thousands of shops are saving time and money with Woodmasters equipment.. .you can too! We'll even provide the names of nearby owners, This way, you can talk to someone who does what you do .. .find out, fi rst hand, how a Woodmaster sander lets you take control of your sanding costs! 1 00% Made U.S.A., Easy Terms Th ree Year Warranty, Call or write today for your FREE facts kit.



in



1·800·821 ·6651 ext.0 OS43 READER SERVICE



Woodmaster Tools, Inc., Dept. 543 Topping Ave" Kansas City, Missouri 64120



1 431 N, NO. 143



111



Extra-Durable, Precision Resawlng Blades for Delta, Sears, 5hopsmlth, Inca other Bandsaws



NO. 19



SALE $225 $155



$



Stormville, NY



Phone or Fax your requi ts for a



SALE $529 $169 $159 $399 $450 $395 $305 $196 $214 $39



SALE $120 $1 34 1 39 $ 1 94 $280 $94 $145 $229 $149 $149 $228 $158 $219 $95 $176 $91 $155 $1 1 3 $ 1 71 $193 $1 94



READER SERVICE



. more! m.L.Conoon COMPANVlno.



or



The Wood Slicer & _Il dwoo �



first for



ndon



LUMBER · PLYWOOD MOULDINGS CUSTOM MILLWORK VENEERS ,and



$289 $269 $289



1 655 7-114 Circular Saw 1 657 7-1/4" Circular Saw w/Brake 1 604A 1-3/4 HP Router 1 61 3EVS 2 HP Plunge Router 1 6 1 5EV5 3-1 /4 HP Plunge Router 1 608 Laminate Trimmer 1 608U Underscribe Laminate Trimmer 1 609KX Deluxe Installer's Kit 1 584VS VS Jig Saw with Clic 1 587VS VS Top Handle Jig Saw wlClic 1 3700EVS 6" Random Orbit Sander 32700 3x21 Bell Sander 1 2730VS 4x24 Belt Sander 1 003VSR 3/8" Drill 3054VSRK 1 2V 3/8" Cordless Drill Kit B7001VS Corner Detail Sander B1 650K Plater Joiner Kit 84050 In Line Grip Jig Saw B2300K 1 2V 3/8" Cordless Drill Kit 3300K 1 2V Cordless Drill Kit 3310K 1 2V T -Handle Cordless Drill Kit



BOSCH



•••Call Co •



SALE $98 $ 1 64 $204 $319



SALE $549 $549 $479 $414 $229



c:P READERSERVICE NO. 303



$169 $ 1 64 $144 $169 $135 $95 $338 $49 $24 $ 1 29 $269 $85 $114



Equipment & Tools JWTS·1 0JF 1 0" Table Saw WBS14CS 1 4" Band Saw JJ6CS 6" Jointer JOP17MF Drill Press OC650 Dust Collector



rv



from



SALE $66 $73



�mpllrtc� �urllpcan �ar�foarc a Division of Woodworker's Emporium 5461 South A ilie ' Las Vegas, NV 89118 PH, 800·719·7458 FAX 702·871·0991



NO. 45



LACQUERS



ADHESIVES



IDEAL FOR MANY WOODWORKING PROJEaS!



EECONEAASYSY TTSHAPED OO CLOPERATE EANSPRAY PATTERN CRITTER CALL TOLLREADERSERVl FREE 1 C800 982 9438 E 0.67 Ais oodtomifind. ter g



hard



Made in New England



Now you know where to look! POOTATUCK CORPORATION Box 24, Dept. FW953 Windsor, 05089 (802) 674-5984



P.o. VT



Name



Address



-____________ _



City/StatelZip



READER SERVICE



NO. 166



You asked for it agai n . So , here it is! Powermatic and Biesemeyer



are at it again.



To all this, add the perfect companion,



And why not? Last year, the response to this free value added package was outstanding, and by your own



It's award winning



request, we just made owning the best a whole lot easier. When you consider that over $300.00



of free options



worth



are combined with the



precision, muscle, and legendary durability of the



66,



a



it. On its own merits, the boasts



the heaviest cast iron trun nion of any



10



inch saw on



the market. It reduces vib ration, ensures smoother cuts, and is the primary reason for the lifetime accuracy of this superior saw. To deliver even



more



horsepower to the blade, Powermatic installed a prem ium high efficiency two-3VX drive belt system. And the



66 saw



is the only table saw in its class with a blade



that tilts to the



left,



design utilizes only two moving



parts to create an easy gliding,



12 50 ,/ All Powermatic/Biesemeyer System reduce precision fence with a full



right hand and



cheaper saw just won't cut



Powermatic 66 saw



Biesemeyer's T-Square® saw fence system.



capacity. A hairline pointer and builtin tape makes precise set-ups easier



cut after cut.



will significantly



projects deserve the very finest cutting system avail able. With the purchase of the



31, FREE options. always December



backs. Also, bevel cuts are perfect chipouts are on the



inside



every



time because



66 saw worth of



between now and



you will receive $320.00



There's never been a better time to



get the world's finest table saw system. It's the one



way) . In terms of safety, this means less chance of binding between the blade and the fence to reduce kick



of which means the



your cutting labor and wasted material. Your



you've



away from the fence (the correct



inch



inch left hand cutting



wanted. And we'll help you get it!



Call



1-800-248-0144



now



for the name of your nearest participating PowermaticlBiesemeyer Dealer.



corner - not on the outside.
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Hide Glue, LlBERON nI Steel Wool



HOT STUFF Instant Glues, Brushes



& no, CA �P.O_� Mendoci Order Desk: touch-up



.



shop.
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READ



ER SERVICE NO. 103



e



r In



QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK, RED OAK, AND FIGURED LUMBER Curly, Bird's-eye Quilted, Crotch



s.



S TOP BREA KING SCR E WS Lloyd's



SAFETY EQU I PMENT



Original Akempucky Fastener Lubricant" will stop screw breakage and wood splitting. Lloyd has used it for more than 40 years and now it's available to everyone! Easy to apply, packed in a convenient tube-irs better than soap or wax use irs PAINTABLE ! Order 3-tube pack from NuResearch, P.O. Box 47073, Indianapolis,IN 46247-0073. Only $9.95 postpaid. Credit card orders: FAX 1 -317-787-0420 or call:



beca & && 1-800-514-441 0 ��'i.SA DAY U * ,FREE CATALOG * Gebl e r Assoc I n c Vestal NY 138510 036 1-607-729-9337 PO Box 36 ' READ goggles - Faceshields



gear - Hearing protectors (muffs



Head



plugs) - Res



pirators (disposable, cartridge half mask



fullface,



airline systems) - Gloves
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THE TOOL CHEST �i$r��



13, Box 3268 Moh nto n, PA 1 9540-9339



ER SERVICE NO. 32



LEARNThe WOODENLanding BOAT BUIlDINGSchool & YACHT DESIGN VA The LandiKennnegbunkport, ME04046. (207) 985-7976 READ Two fuli-time reSidential programs that offer intensive training in a creative but disciplined environment. approved. Accredited member, ACCSCT. Financial aid available. Equal opportunity enrollment.



Box 1490,



School,



ER SERVICE NO. 24



Big



ER SERVICE NO. 20



AN



... for both the professional and amateur. 1 000's OF BOOKS COVERING



• •THE &TOOL CHEST· L-___ READ



repair supplies



Box 86, 95460 800-245-5611 • 707-937-0375



ER SERVICE NO. 80



&



Beeswaxes



The Sample Kit comes complet. with of the most luxurious granite colors available.



Safety Speed Cut Mfg.,13460 Highway 65, Anoka, MN 55304 612-755-1600 FAX 612-755-6080



Safety glasses



&



BLACK BISON Cabinet Makers Wax Aniline Dyes, Stains, Lacquers



FOR T H E F I RST T I M E EVER



FOR WOOD WORKERS



••• •• •••



Up to 50% OFF W HOLESALE on a l l



ACC • URIDE drawer slides



&&



Woodworkmg - All Aspects · Home Remodelmg Maintenance Tools Their Uses · Contractmg · ProJects For Home Recreallon $2 refundable



wf



th first order



45 Emerson Plaza East · Emerson,NJ 07630 1-800-617-TOOLS FAX: 201-261-3865 201 -261 -8665 FREE SHIPPING · ALL BOOK ORDERS ER SERVICE NO. 207



___..I



Router attachment comes with especially designed taps and complete Instrucfions for making both Internal and external thr



eads For i n f o r m at i o n cal l or writ e : Dept _ FW THE TOOLOhioCO. 541 Swan'TolsBEALL Road. lREADFree ,1-N.800-E. Newor\( 331-4718 43055



READ MESQUITE WOOD PRODUcrs ER SERVICE NO. 100



The EASIEST, FASTEST and BEST to veneer and laminate Ilat & curved AVAUBtf panels. IlEWVDD



FLOORI FURNI TNUREG LUMBERNG TURNI U1JJ Mesquite Production Co. BLANKS Blake Wernette ���d�' ��\:� 210-426-3000 • MERClRf VACllN PRESSES •• 1-800-995-4506 2232 • • CA95437 • FREE Woodworking READ Catalog DOWELS - PLUGS - PEGS SECONDS"ne BIG savings on wide selection of: "SUPERHANDY, SETS UP IN WoodM�i MANUFACTURER DI R ECT Why risk your fingers ? & 3 ood & 6�!""'""'I�____ � Walnut Creek ��:; :;�� �:: (r:' r rip- itGe U ide3601 W.Woodworkers Harry, Dept_ FW;Suppl Wichitya, KS 67213 II...800-VI.I. O.. The Magnet ic Featherboard READ READ 90 Call for a catalog
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ER SERVICE NO. 21



Vacuum bags Vacuum pumps Venturi generators Vacuum clamps



READER SERVICE NO. 1 1 3



ER SERVICE NO. 189



Largest finest selection Oak, Walnut, Hickory, Maple, Cherry, Mahogany, Teak, even Treated Dowels. Shaker pegs, spindles, plugs toy parts. Quantity discounts · Longer lengths available



The Grip-Tite Guide" sets up in seconds, forces w to the fence and down, with more force (40 lbs.) than shaper springs. Rip, rese w, joint and shape- chopsticks to 2>SI2.00/yr-5 ILLUSTRATED LISTS



(CURRENTLlST>S3.50) �atl$laCtlo" Guara"tee� BOBKAUNE specializing in 511�. W 11th CALL NOW FOR DETAILS 1



Airy Nail



ER SERVICE NO. 93



, ASHMAN TECHNICAL LTD.



WOODWORKING.



...



ote FWshe"



(966-3857)



Claro n li s Walnut; Bay Caurel; 3" thick: 6 - $4; 8" - $7; 10" - $10. Tremendous selection of Burl in Redwood, Madrone, Maple, Lombardi Poplar. i to Thin Wood 1/4", 3/8", 1/2" Eng. Claro 20 sq. ft.: 1/4" - $45; 3/8" - $48; 1/2" - $52. KD lumber S2S 3/4" - 2-1/2" Call us, up x 20' x 1 2/



50 pages of illustrated equipment detai led write to:



EFFECTIVE· ECONOMICAL



Hy ,



Pre-Cut &:Bowl E fil h Blank Specials!



GENERAL WOODWORKING EQUIPMENT CATALOGUE



Reach 280,000 serious woodwor-800-kers with an affordable display ad in



Saw, Hardw



O



READER SERVICE NO. 30



707-579-L341 li> 1-800-616-BOWL (2695) # 707-579-8777



American Made



Quick-Glson B'< & EXTRA Fl•• odrtD L. _"Ls.E.Ikt.J '12"



JIGFENCETM AMER ICAN DESIGN ENGINEERING INC" Paul Park, MN



St. 1-800-441-1388 612-459-7400READ



Stationary Fence System



LE $



06"-5/8" Bore '8"-5/8" Bore '1 0"-5/8" 1" Bore



1- Bore (Bore to 1 -1/4"
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LE $25.)



3/32"



So.o lolal on your noxt 9 IIIlrponlnll-9 COUpOOl .uppilld with Oldo or Bllda. are GOOD ON AlL FORREST or other MAKES of CARBIDE BLADES or DADO SETS. Offer good through October 31, 1995. Mull mantlon W. tlrl., to rocolvo ..upons and BONUS.



& Bolts or clamps



to in mou



bench nted tools for hairline accuracy the shop.



ER SERVICE NO. 40



461 IN NJ:



I'ORReSI 07014 READ



t t



Z& Master Visa g���'ksM��� gog�srs, �Spe&�c�i:�fy Dept. FWWwhen orderino. T



er



By Mail clip ad, circle choices and enclose payment.



1 -(800) 733-71 1 1



473-5236 • Fax



3/32 X 4



We honor Amex,



FORREST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. River Road, Clifton, NJ



PHONE TOll FREE!



I I



471 -3333 ER SERVICE NO. 161



September/October 1995
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motor is rated one-third lower than the 15-amp motor on the Makita LS1211 (and only marginally bigger than the 9.5-amp motor on the C8FB), the new Hitachi seemed more than capable of handling eve ng I threw at it. The saw's narrow 40-tooth, belt-driven blade � hizzed through most tough hard woods I crosscut, including full-width cuts in 2\t'2-in.-thick red birch. I did manage to stall the blade in a green, knotty fir 4x4 post but only when pivoting the saw's head very aggreSSively into the cut (hey, hurry up will ya? I need all 25 of those posts now!). Like all new tools, I experienced a mix of delight and frustration getting acquainted with all the features of this newest Hitachi saw. I liked the C lOFS's heavy-duty (but easy to adjust) work clamp and sliding plastic fence faces, which quickly adjust to support the workpiece close to the blade. I particularly liked the sliding rear guard, (see the photo below). I didn't care for this saw's small on/off switch, which tired my trigger finger quickly. I found the saw's small bevel scale and cursor difficult to see, and they were impossible to use for setting odd-angle bevels without making and checking a few trial cuts. I also couldn't get used to the left-hand thread on the bevel-locking lever, which I kept trying to loosen or tighten the wrong way. Despite these few peeves, I found the



rythi



PowerPress bar clamp American Tool Co.'s PowerPress bar clamp (available through retail hardware stores) works as a spreader for pushing things apart (see the photo at right) as well as a clamp. This plastic and lightweight-steel clamp is a stark contrast to the heavy, cast iron, I-beam clamps found in many shops. Our run-throughs at the Edinboro Uni versity (Pennsylvania) woodshop found the PowerPress delivered all that the pro motion sheets promised. Retailing for about $25, it mounts, remounts (for spread er conversion) and slides easily on %-in. black-iron pipe. Positioning both jaws is Simplified with a qUick-release trigger, and built-in soft pads prevent marring. A nicely machined Acme screw gives the unit its punch, and the piv-



Hitachi C I0FS to be a versatile saw with enough power and accuracy for most cab inet or furniture-shop crosscut work. And it's a ready travel companion for on-site work. -Sandor Nagyszalanczy
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oting handle makes it operable in tight spots. However, the steel screw thread runs in a plastic hOUSing, which may be a weak link over time. -Bernie Maas



Briefly noted



rizz



G



ly discontinues radial drill press



Citing erratic delivery from its manufactur er, Grizzly Imports Inc. announced it has discontinued the G 1 131 radial drill press. New C



Scribing corners is easy. These colorful templates makefast work of marking out a chamfer, radius or concave corner.



Quick Corner templates



A sliding rear guard provides support directly behind the cut and keeps small cutoffs from being thrown by the blade. The guard can be set to suit the angle of the blade.



PowerPress clamp works as a spreader. Remove the head and foot, turn them around and slip them back on the pipe.



A



This set of four Quick Corner templates (see the photo above) will allow you to draw convex arcs, concave arcs and 450 chamfers. Three small templates cover seven different sizes in Y4-in. increments, from Y2 in. to 2 in., and the large convex template has four arcs, 3 in. to 6 in., in whole-inch increments. Ribs on the tem plates align the curve or chamfer with the corner of the stock. You slide the template into the corner, and draw the line-that's it, quick and simple. The templates are made of polycarbon ate plastic, color coded for easy identifica tion. I knocked them off the bench onto the concrete floor and sailed them like a Frisbee with no damage, so they should hold up in normal use. The Quick Corner templates are avail able from Streamline Manufacturing, Inc., 210 East 1000 South, Brigham City, UT; (801) 723-8665. The suggested retail price is $5.99 each or $ 19.95 for the set of four, plus shipping and handling.



-Dennis Preston



rafts



man tool catalog



Sears announces 400 new products in its new 1995-1996 Craftsman Power & Hand Tools catalog. A free copy of the catalog is available from Sears Shop at Home Services (800948-8800, code #801204). new, large biscuit from Lamello



Lamello, the inventor of plate joinery, has added a new biscuit to its standard lineup. Made for heavy-duty applications, the s-6 plate is 85x30x4mm (3%xl in.) and requires a groove depth of 16mm (% in.). The groove can be cut with the Lamello Top 10 or Standard 10 plate joiner without special attachments. Set the groove depth of plunge to "max," move the machine over about % in. and plunge again. Lamello claims that the strength of one s-6 biscuit is equivalent to four %-in. dowels. The Lamello biscuit is distributed by Colonial Saw Co., Inc., 845 Milliken Ave. , Suite F, Ontario, CA; (800) 252-6355.
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Jim Tolpin is a writer and woodworker in Port Townsend, Wash. Richard Mer rick is a woodworker in Comox, B. C., Canada. Vincent Laurence is an associ ate editor of Fine Woodworking. Sandor Nagyszalanczy is a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking. Bernie Maas teaches woodworking at Edinboro University (Pennsylvania). Dennis Preston is an as sistant editor of Fine Woodworking.



PERFORMAX@-A Planer Plus



HP *** 43114RolSpeed ler



Every year thousands of woodworkers damage or lose one or more of their fmgers. Now from Sunhill, you can get 1/4HP COMATIC Power Feeder for only $ 369. A power feeder will keep your hands away from any whirring metal, and will virtually eliminate the risk of kickback. Sunhill carries a full line of COMATIC Power Feeders, ranging from our 1/4HP, or 1HP, 3 roller or 4 roller to our bandsaw and more. Before you run another board, ask yourself your fmgers are worth $ 369.



AF-30B



$569



JUNIOR FEEDER



if



Drum and Brush Sanders lor Maximum Performance and Maximum Value



You could get lost comparing the many brands of bench-top planers or you could go beyond to a new way of dimensioning_



The new way is the PERFORMAX" wayl Now you can smooth a roug h-sawn board to a ready-to-stain finish more efficiently than the combined use of a planer and a hand-held belt sander_



The Performax" way eliminates scraping, planer tear-out, snipe and narrow width limitations that require you to rip and glue, The Genuine Performax" Drum Sander, the only



MADE IN THE USA ** 8112Speed HP AF-18 * 1 Roller $1695 8-SPEED FEEDER the dealer nearestyou. 1, 1 Y2 500SeattlAndover Park East CALL 1 -800-929-4321 Distributor: e WA 98188 1-800-334-4910 V MA RFOR E R 1-80 0 -929-4321 PRODUCTS, INC. A. (612) 895-9922 (Fax:206)(206)575-4131 S SDRHILI .. , " 575-3617 • �12257 FW 55337 READ READ



drum sander with patented featu res_ Models are available with or 5 HP motors to satisfy a wide variety of thicknessing AND fine finish sanding needs.



Nicollet Ave. So.-



SFNI SLP20 SFN40 SCN200R SN70 SPSP12



Finish Nailer 5/8' - 1 -5/8" Brad Nailer Kil 1 -1 /4"-2-1/2" Finish Nailer Coil Roofing Nailer New Framing Nailer Roofing Siapier



{tHITACHI



C8F62 Cl0FC Cl0FS C675F N3824A NR83A NV45A6 N5008AA NT65A P12RA P20S6



8" Compound Miter Saw,New 10" Compound Miter Saw.New 10" Slide Compound Saw BandsawlResaw 1 " Crown Roofing Siapier Full Head Stick Nailer Coil Roofing Nailer 1/2" Crown Stapler. 5/8" - 2" 16 GA. Finish Nailer Port. 12" Planer/6" Jointer Combo 3-1/4" Planer,3.4 Amp
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314" Pipe Clamp Fixture



3706 3712 3718 3724 3730 3736



6" Steel Bar Clamp 12" Steel Bar Clamp 18" Steel Bar Clamp 24" Steel Bar Clamp 30" Steel Bar Clamp 36' Steel Bar Clamp



ADJUSTABLE CLAMP Ea.



7.95 Ea.



6.49 6.99 7.75 8.39 9.55 10.39



DEWALT I Elu



DW100 DW705 DW935K DW402 DW421 2714 3379K 3339



3/8" VSR Drill, 4 AMP 1 2"Compound Miter Saw 14.4V Cordless Saw 4-1/2" Minigrinder, 6 AMP 5" H&L DL RIO Sander 1/4" SHT DL Finish Sander New Plate Joiner Kit 3 HP VS Plunge Rouler



"".A."" DELTA



599. 269. 799. '2200. 349. 409. 419. 329. 349. 989. 95. Boxl12



89.



Boxl6



36.55 39.75 42.99 47.75 53.45 58.75 68. 399. 265. 94. 79. 59. 239. 275.



-Burnsville, MN



ER SERVICE NO. 185



ER SERVICE NO. 1 1



SI(II.



HD2736-o4 3/8" VSR 1 2v Cordless Drill Kit,



AM78HC4 1 -1/2 H P Twin Tank AM78HC4V 1-112 HP Vertical Twin Tank AM99HC4 2 H P Twin Tank K1 5A8P 1-1/2 HP Portable Compressor K5HGA8P 5 HP Honda Gas Portable



w/2 Bal,Keyless



HD77KIT 7-1/4' Wormdrive Saw Kit HD5860 8-1/4' 60° Wormdrive Saw 3810 10" Miler Saw HD1605-o2 Plale Joiner Kit Ne HD77M



w���IiiPI""



62300K 64050 67000 67001 69250 1003VSR 1025VSR 11 222EVS 1 1 224VSR 1 1 228VSR 1194VSR 1 273DVS 1347AK 1348AE 1370DEVS 1 587VS 1609KX 1613EVS 1614EVS 161 5EVS 1632VSK 1943LED 3270DVS 3283DVS 3296K 3310K



1 2V Drili/Driver, Keyless, 2 bat. NEW! In-line Jigsaw NEW! Corner Delail Sander NEW! VS Corner Detail Sander 5" VS Mini Grinder 3/8' VSR Drill,Keyless,0-1 1 00 RPM 1 /2' Mighty Midgel VSR Drill 1 -1 /8" EFC VS SDS Rot. Hammer 7/8' VSR SDS Rotary Hammer 7/8' SDS Rotary Hammer 1/2" VSR Hammer Drill 4' x 24' VS Dustless Sander 4-112" Mini Grinder Kit 5" EFC Mini Grinder 6' VS Random Orbit sander New Top Handle CliC Jig Saw Deluxe InstaliersTrimKit 2HP VS Plunge Router 1 - 1 /4 H P Plunge Router 3-1/4' H P EFC VS Plunge Router VS Panther Recip. Saw Kit NEW' Heat Gun 3 X 2 1 VS Beltsander DL RIO Sander Power Plane Kit 12V T-Handle, Keyless, 2 bat.



5" Dustless



1 89. 129. 69. 74. 1 69. 85. 118_ 399. 230. 230. 159. 239. 108. 135. 249. 165. 229. 215. 159. 299. 1 59. 95 169. 105. 169. 209.



LM72M010 LU73M010 LU84M008 LU85M014 LU85M015 LU87M008 LU87M010 LU88M010 LU91 M008 LU91M010 LU98M010



1 0" x 24T Rip 1 0" x 60T ATB 8' x 40T Combination 14" x 1 08T ATB Fine Cui Off 15' x 1 08T ATB Fine Cut Off 8" x 22T Thin Kerf 1 0" x 24T Thin Kerf 10" x 60T Thin Kerf 8-1/2" Miter Saw Blade 10' Miter Saw Blade 10" x 80T TCG



DA391DW 5090DW 6095DWE 632007-4 6211 DWE DA3000R 6404 G3500R 9207SPC N19006 9820-2 604510 604552 LS10ll LS1 030 LS1211 50776 5402A 2012 2708W MAC2000



VSR Cordless Angle Drill, 9.6v,keyless 3-3/8' Saw Kit, 9.6v 1 2V Mak Pak w/2 batteries 9.6V Battery 1 2V Mak Pak w/2 batteries 3/8" VSR Angle Drill 3/8" VSR Drill, 0-2100 RPM 3500w Generator Electronic Sander Polisher 3-1/4" Planer Kit Blade Sharpener 1 /4 Sheet Finishing Sander 1/4 Sheet Dustless Finishing Sander 1 0" Compound Miter Saw 10" Miter Box 1 2 " Compound Miter Saw 7-1/4" Hypoid Framer's Saw 16" Circular Saw 1 2 ' Portable Planer 8-1/4" Table Saw 2HP Oil-less Compressor
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